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fMtkbuksa vkSj ekudksa esa mRd`"Vrk rFkk lr~r lq/kkjksa ds 
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ÁkDdFkuÁkDdFkuÁkDdFkuÁkDdFku    
 

 fo|qr vfHk;kaf=dh ,d c`gr fo"k; gS vkSj fo|qr 
lkekU; lsok esa dk;Z djus okys i;Zos{kdksa ,oa rduhf’k;uksa 
dks midj.kkas ,oa muds vuqj{k.k ,oa =qfV fuokj.k esa Á;ksx 
gksus okyh ifjHkkf"kdh dh tkudkjh gksuh pkfg;sA 
 
 mijksDr ds lEcU/k esa dSeVsd us fo|qr lkekU; lsok 
ds deZpkfj;ksa ds fy;s ,d Á’u cSad rS;kj fd;k gS tks dk;Z 
{ks= ds deZpkfj;ksa dh tkudkjh dks viMsV j[kus esa lgk;d 
gksxhA 
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FOREWORD 
 
 
 

  Electrical Engineering is a very vast subject and 
the supervisors and technicians working in Electrical 
General Services should have the knowledge of 
equipment and the terminology used in their 
maintenance and trouble shooting. 

 
  In view of above CAMTECH has prepared 

question bank for electrical general services staff which 
shall be useful for updating knowledge of field 
personnel. 

 
 
 

 CAMTECH, Gwalior               A.R.Tupe 
 Date: 29.11.2012         Executive Director 
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            HkwfedkHkwfedkHkwfedkHkwfedk    
 
 dSeVsd us fo|qr lkekU; lsok ds deZpkfj;ksa ds fy;s ;g 
Á’u cSad rS;kj fd;k gS ftlesa y?kq ,oaa o.kkZukRed Ádkj ds 
Á’u] muds mÙkj ds lkFk fn;s x;s gSaA bl Á’u cSad esa 
VªkUlQkeZj] lc LVs’ku midj.k] vfFkZax] dsfoy] fo|qr ÅtkZ 
ifjHkkf"kdh ,oa laj{k.k vkfn fo"k;ksa dks lEefyr fd;k x;k gS 
tks vuqj{k.k deZpkfj;ksa ds fy;s muds nSfud dk;Z ds nSjku 
mi;ksxh gkssxhA 
 
 ;g Li"V fd;k tkrk gS fd ;g Á’u cSad vkjMh,lvks ;k 
jsyos cksMZ@{ks=h; jsyksa }kjk fofuZfn"V fdlh Hkh fo/kku dks 
foLFkkfir ugha djrkA ;g Á’u cSad dsoy ekxZn’kZu gsrq gS ,oa 
;g ,d oS/kkfud nLrkost+ ugha gSA 

 eSa] dk;Z{ks= ds mu lHkh deZpkfj;ksa dk vkHkkjh gw¡ ftUgksaus 
bl Á’u cSad dks cukus esa gekjh lgk;rk dhA  

 rduhdh mUu;urk vkSj lh[kuk ,d lrr~ ÁfØ;k gS vr% 
bl Á’u cSad esa fdlh Hkh Ádkj dk la’kks/ku djus ds fy;s gesa 
fy[kus esa vki Lora= eglwl djsa A bl fn’kk esa ge vkids 
;ksxnku dh ljkguk djsaxsA 
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fnukadfnukadfnukadfnukad    % 29% 29% 29% 29----11111111----2012201220122012                la;qDr        la;qDr        la;qDr        la;qDr    funs’kdfuns’kdfuns’kdfuns’kd    fo|qrfo|qrfo|qrfo|qr    
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PREFACE 

 
 

 CAMTECH has prepared this Question Bank for General 
Services which includes the short answer type and descriptive 
answer type questions with their answers. The question bank 
covers topics like transformer, substation equipment, earthing, 
cables, electrical energy terminology and conservation etc. 
which shall come handy to the maintenance personnel in their 
day to day working. 
  
 It is clarified that this question bank does not supersede 
any existing provisions laid down by RDSO or Railway Board. 
The question bank is for guidance only and it is not a statutory 
document. 
 
 I am thankful to all field personnel who have helped us in 
preparing this question bank. 
 
 Technological up-gradation & learning is a continuous 
process. Hence feel free to write to us for any addition or 
modification in this question bank. We shall highly appreciate 
your contribution in this direction. 

 
 
 
   CAMTECH, Gwalior               Peeyoosh Gupta 
  Date: 29.11.2012         Jt. Director Electrical 
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  la’kks/ku ifpZ;ksa dk izdk’kula’kks/ku ifpZ;ksa dk izdk’kula’kks/ku ifpZ;ksa dk izdk’kula’kks/ku ifpZ;ksa dk izdk’ku    

    
bl iqfLrdk ds fy;s Hkfo"; esa izdkf’kr gksus okyh la’kks/ku ifpZ;ks 
dks fuEukuqlkj la[;kafdr fd;k tk;sxk % 

dseVsd@12-13@bZ@Á’u cSad-lkekU; lsok@lh ,l@xx 

fnukad .......... 

tgkW “ xx ” lEcfU/kr la’kks/ku iphZ dh Øze la[;k gS ¼ 01 ls izkjEHk 
gksdj vkxs dh vksj ½A 

izdkf’kr la’kks/ku ifpZ;kWaizdkf’kr la’kks/ku ifpZ;kWaizdkf’kr la’kks/ku ifpZ;kWaizdkf’kr la’kks/ku ifpZ;kWa    

la’kks/kula’kks/kula’kks/kula’kks/ku iphZ  iphZ  iphZ  iphZ 
dh la[;kdh la[;kdh la[;kdh la[;k    

izdk’ku dh izdk’ku dh izdk’ku dh izdk’ku dh 
rkjh[krkjh[krkjh[krkjh[k    

la’kksf/kr I`k"B la[;k la’kksf/kr I`k"B la[;k la’kksf/kr I`k"B la[;k la’kksf/kr I`k"B la[;k 
,oa en la[;k,oa en la[;k,oa en la[;k,oa en la[;k    

fVIi.khfVIi.khfVIi.khfVIi.kh    
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 1 1 1 1 CHAPTER 1 
 

VªkUlQkeZjVªkUlQkeZjVªkUlQkeZjVªkUlQkeZj  TRANSFORMER 
 
 
Q1.1 Write short note on Transformer? 
 
Ans:  Transformer is a static machine which increases or 

decreases the ac voltage without changing the 
frequency of the supply. 

  
  The principle of working of a transformer is 

based on the mutual electromagnetic induction.  
  

 Transformer generally 
consists of two 
windings called 
primary and 
secondary. These 
coils are electrically 
isolated but 
magnetically linked 
through the core, 
which offers less reluctance to the magnetic path. Thus 
when supply is fed to one coil, magnetic flux will be 
produced, most of which will link with the other coil 
thus the energy is transferred from one coil to other. 
Based on the number of turns in the coils, the voltage 
fed is increased or decreased.   

Transformer’s winding which is connected to the 
source of supply is called primary winding and from 
which the voltage is obtained/ load connected is called 
secondary winding. 

 

PRIMARY 

LAMINATED CORE 

SECONDARY 
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Q1.2  Write short note on Distribution Transformer and 
draw its winding connection? 

 

Ans: It is a static electrical device which steps down the 
primary voltage of 33 kV or 11 kV to secondary 
distribution voltage of 415-440 volts between phases 
and 215 volts between phase and neutral through delta-
star windings by electromagnetic induction without 
change in frequency.   

  Delta-star 
 
 
 
 
 

Q 1.3   List out the fittings and accessories provided on a 
transformer? 

 

Ans.  The fittings and accessories of a transformer are 
• Primary winding 
• Secondary winding 
• Transformer tank 
• Conservator  
• Cooling tubes 
• Breather 
• Buchholz Relay 
• Explosion vent 
• Tap changer     
• Oil outlet valve 
• Oil inlet valve     
• Oil level indicator 
• L.T. terminals (bushing)  
• H.T. terminals (bushing) 
• Temperature gauge    
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•  Terminal Box. 
•  Inspection cover 
•  Rating plate. 

 
Q1.4  Explain the function of breather? 
 

Ans. Breather in a transformer is 
attached to conservator tank and 
contains silica gel, which 
prevents the moist air from 
entering into the tank during 
contraction of oil. When oil is 
hot there is expansion of oil and 
gas passes to atmosphere through 
breather. When oil is cooled, it 
contracts and the air from 
atmosphere enters in transformer 
through breather. Silica gel of breather absorbs 
moisture and prevents transformer oil from 
contamination.  

 
Q1.5  How to maintain breather and silica gel in good 

condition? 
 

Ans. Colour of fresh Silica gel crystals is blue. The colour 
changes from blue to pink as the crystals absorb 
moisture. When the crystals get saturated with moisture 
they become predominantly pink and should therefore 
be reactivated. 

 
 The body of the breather should be removed by 

undoing the nuts. If the crystals have been kept in an 
inner container, the container should be removed, but if 
they are not, the crystals should be removed into a 
shallow tray. The crystals should be baked at a 
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temperature of about 200°C in a baking oven until the 
whole mass is restored blue colour or replace with new 
silica gel. Clean the breather and place the dry and blue 
crystals. Renew the oil in the sealing cup at the bottom. 

 
Q1.6  What is Buchholz Relay and explain its function? 
 

Ans. Buchholz relay is a protective relay of transformer. This 
device signals the fault as soon as it occurs and cuts the 
transformer out of the circuit immediately. This is a gas 
operated protective relay. It is installed in between the 
pipe connecting the tank and the conservator. This relay 
works on the formation of excessive oil vapors or gas 
inside the transformer tank due to internal fault in 
transformer. It consists of two operating floats A and B. 
These are operated by two mercury switches separately 
provided for each float. The float A is for bell alarm 
and float B is for operating the tripping circuit. 

 
 Whenever there is a minor fault or low level of oil, the 

bell alarm operated by float ‘A’ and whenever there is 
severe fault in the transformer, float ‘B’ operated due to 
excessive gases. It trips the circuit breaker and 
transformer is put out of circuit. It is used in large 
sized transformers. 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRESSURE RELEASE  

   FLOAT A OIL LEVEL 

BATTERY 

TRIPPING COIL DRAIN PLUG 

MERCURY AND  

MERCURY SWITCH 

FROM MAIN TANK 

MERCURY IN GLASS 

TUBE 

MERCURY 

BELL ALARM CIRCUIT 
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Q1.7  Explain the function of conservator fitted on a 
transformer? 

Ans. Conservator is equipped with 
transformer of rating 500 kVA & 
above. It is a drum containing 
transformer oil and mounted at 
the top of the transformer and 
connected to the main tank by a 
pipe. As the volume of oil of 
transformer tank expands and 
contracts according to heat 
produced, this expansion and contraction of oil causes 
the level of the oil in conservator to rise and fall. The 
aim of conservator is to 
- maintain the oil level in tank 
- provide space for the expanded oil. 

 
Q1.8  What is explosion vent and explain its function? 
 
Ans. A vent pipe is connected to 

the transformer tank top 
and at its other end a 
diaphragm is fitted. 
Whenever any major fault 
inside the transformer 
causes instantaneous 
vaporization of oil, leading 
to extremely rapid buildup 
of gaseous pressure, this diaphragm bursts itself and 
instantaneously releases this high pressure within few 
milliseconds to protect the transformer tank from 
rupturing and spilling oil over a wide area. 
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Q1.9  Write down the function of tap changer in a 
distribution transformer? 

 
Ans. The tap changer is provided 

on HV side (Primary side) 
in a distribution transformer 
to regulate Secondary 
voltage feeding to the load. 
This can be operated 
manually. The taps of 
transformer can be changed 
by the tap changer normally in the range ± 15 % in 
steps of 2.5 %.  

  
Q1.10 What is an auto transformer and what is its main 

advantage? 
 
Ans.  An auto transformer can be conceived as a conventional 

transformer with two windings, but secondary winding 
is connected in series with the primary winding. An 
auto transformer is smaller in size, lower cost, lower 
losses and high efficiency since the rating of the 
transformer is less than that of conventional two 
winding transformer for the same rated output. 

 
Q1.11  What are the essential conditions for parallel 

operation of transformer? 
 

Ans.  The essential conditions for parallel operation of 
transformers are: 
a)  They should have same polarity. 
b)  They should have same voltage ratio. 
c)  They should be of same percentage impedance. 
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d)  They should be of same phase rotation for three 
phase transformers. 

e)  They should have identical vector diagram and 
phase displacement for three phase transformers. 

 
Q1.12  Define efficiency of a transformer? 
 

Ans.    The efficiency of a transformer is the ratio of output 
and the input power. 

 

                   =            Output in watts x 100                     
  Output in watts + Total losses in watts. 
             
 The efficiency will be highest at a percentage load 
                  
  = 100 x square root of Iron loss  
   Copper loss.  
 
Q1.13  What are the factors affecting life of transformer? 
 
Ans.     Life of transformer is affected by the following factors: 

1. Moisture 
2. Oxygen 
3. Solid Impurities 
4. Varnishes 
5. Slackness of winding 

 Effect of Moisture on Transformer Life 
  
 Presence of moisture in oil is highly undesirable 
as it affects adversely the dielectric properties of oil. 
The moisture present in oil also affects the solid 
insulation of transformer. As paper insulation is highly 
hygroscopic in nature, when transformer is filled with 
oil, it absorbs the moisture from oil which affects its 
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insulation properties as well as reduces its life. 
Solubility of moisture in oil increases with increase in 
temperature and oxidation products of oil. When the oil 
in service oxidizes, acids are formed. These acids 
increase moisture solubility of oil. Acids coupled with 
moisture further decompose the oil forming more acids 
and moisture. Thus the rate of deterioration of oil 
increases.  

  
 Effect of Oxygen 

 

Oxygen may be present inside the transformer 
due to air remaining in oil. The oxygen reacts and 
decomposes the cellulose of insulation. This forms an 
organic acid soluble in oil and sludge, which blocks the 
free circulation of the oil. The adverse effect of oxygen, 
which may be aggravated by catalytic action between 
hot oil and bare copper, increase the operating 
temperature.  

 

 Effect of Solid Impurities 
 

The solid impurity present in the oil reduces its 
dielectric strength considerably. A good remedy is to 
filter the oil periodically 

 

 Effect of Varnishes 
 

Some varnishes having oxidizing effect, react 
with transformer oil and precipitate sludge on windings. 
Synthetic varnishes having acid inhibiting properties 
which generally delay the natural formation of acid and 
sludge in the oil. 
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Effect of Slackness of Winding 
 

After few months of service, the transformer 
coils may suffer natural setting. This may wear the 
conductor insulation at some places and lead to an 
inter-turn failure. The coils may also get displaced 
under load conditions or momentary short circuit 
conditions, which may result in electrical and magnetic 
unbalance and produce even greater displacement. A 
good practice is, therefore to lift the core and windings 
to take up any slackness present at the first major 
schedule. 

 
Q1.14  Describe the transformer losses.  
 
Ans. Transformer losses consist of two parts: 

i. No-load loss 

ii. Load loss 

No-load loss -(also called core loss) is the power 
consumed to sustain the magnetic field in the 
transformer's steel core. Core loss occurs whenever 
the transformer is energized. Core loss does not 
vary with load. 
 
Core loss is caused by two factors; hysteresis and 
eddy current losses. Hysteresis loss is that energy 
lost by reversing the magnetic field in the core as 
the magnetizing alternating current rises and falls 
and reverses direction. Eddy current loss is a result 
of induced currents circulating in the core. 
Laminated cores are used in transformers to reduces 
eddy current losses. 
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Load loss (also called copper loss) is associated 
with full-load current flow in the transformer 
windings. Copper loss is power lost in the primary 
and secondary windings of a transformer due to the 
ohmic resistance of the windings. Copper loss 
varies with the square of the load current. (P = I2R).  

Q1.15 What are the two basic types of instrument 
transformers? 

 

Ans.  Two basic types of instrument transformers are: 
 1.  Current transformer (CT).   
 2.  Potential transformer (PT). 
 

 Current transformer (CT) is used for the measurement 
 of high current in association with an ammeter.   
 Potential transformer (PT) is used for the measurement 
 of high voltage in association with a voltmeter. 
 

Q1.16  Explain the regulation of a transformer? 
 

Ans. Regulation of a transformer refers to the percentage 
voltage drop from no load to full load at unity power 
factor. In the larger sizes of transformers, the 
percentage regulation is of the order of 2 to 4 percent.  

 
Q1.17  What is the transformation ratio? 

Ans.    The transformation ratio is 

    E2          N2          I1 
 -----  =  ------  =  ----- 
 E1         N1        I2 
 

Where, E2 = Secondary voltage,  
   E1 = Primary voltage 
   N2 = No.of secondary turns,  
   N1 = No.of primary turns 

  I2 = Secondary current, I1 = Primary current 
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Q1.18. What will happen if a transformer is connected to a 
d.c. source of supply? 

Ans. On connecting a transformer to a d.c. source of supply, 
a static magnetic flux will be developed which will not 
induce any e.m.f. in the secondary.  Because of the 
absence of back e.m.f. and low primary impedance, the 
winding will be burnt. 

Q.1.19 Why is it necessary to keep the secondary of a C.T. 
short-circuited while disconnected from Ammeter? 

Ans. By keeping the secondary open-circuited, high voltage 
will develop in it which will burn its insulation.  Also 
the secondary may cause a severe shock to the 
mechanics/operator.  Hence it is safer to keep the 
secondary, short-circuited. 
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 v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 2 2 2 2 CHAPTER 2 
 

lc&LVs’ku midj.klc&LVs’ku midj.klc&LVs’ku midj.klc&LVs’ku midj.k 
 

SUB-STATION EQUIPMENT 
 
 

Q.2.1 Draw single line diagram of 33 or 11 kV/440 V 
substation 

 

Ans.  Single line diagram of 33 or 11 kV/440 V substation 
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Q2.2  Explain the function of lightning arrester? 

Ans. Lightning arrester is a most important protective device 
of a sub-station to protect valuable equipment as well as 
working personnel. It arrests and discharges over 
voltages to earth during lightning strokes. These are 
installed between line and earth near equipment.  

Representative values of a lightning stroke: 

 - Voltage - 2 x 108 volts. 
-  Current - 2 x 104 Amps 

 33 or 11 kV supply from Electricity Board 
 

Isolator 

Lightening arrester    

Isolator 

33 or 11kV/4
Transformer

MCB LT Bus Coupler 

Circuit Breaker (CB)

Isolator 

33 or 11kV/415V Transformer 

Circuit Breaker (CB) 

LT feeders to different Load 
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-  Duration - 10-5 seconds 
-  Power - 8 x 105 kW 

 
Leakage current monitors may be used for 

measuring the Third Harmonic Resistive Component 
(THRC) of leakage current of lightning arresters.  

 
Q2.3  What is Air break switch/ Isolator?  
 

Ans. Air break switches are used to isolate equipment for 
maintenance and also for transfer of load from one bus 
to another. These switches are of two types viz. vertical 

break type or horizontal break type. Horizontal break 

type normally occupies more space than the vertical 

break type. 
 
Q2.4  What is the main function of insulator? 
 

Ans. The main function of an insulator is to insulate live 
conductor or equipment at different voltages with 
reference to the ground structures as well as provide 
mechanical support. Provision of adequate insulation in 
a sub -station is of primary importance from the point 
of view of reliability of supply and safety of personnel. 
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Q2.5 How many types of bus bars? 
 

Ans. Basically there are two types of bus bars ie. indoor and 
outdoor type. The indoor bus bar is a conductor used to 
connect two and more equipment located side-by-side 
when the currents are very high. These are usually 
rectangular, sometimes tubular, bare copper bars 
supported on insulators. 

 
The outdoor bus-bars are either of the rigid type 

or of the strain type. In the rigid type, pipes are used for 
making connections among the various equipment. The 
strain type bus-bars are an overhead system of wires 
strung between two supporting structures and supported 
strain type insulators. Since the bus bars are rigid, the 
clearances remain constant.  

 
Q2.6  Explain earthing in sub-station? 

 
Ans. An earthing in a substation is very important for the 

safety of operating personnel as well as electrical 
devices. Earthing has a very low resistance and 
connects the electrical equipment to the general mass of 
the earth.  

 
Q2.7  What is need of fencing arrangement in substation? 

 
Ans. Fencing is provided at outdoor sub-station yard for 

restricting entry of unauthorized person and live stock. 
It must be earthed/ grounded separately. Height of 
fencing normally should not be less than 1.8 metres.  
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Q2.8  Why gravel/crushed rock is spread in substation 
 switch –yard? 

 
Ans. In outdoor switchyard, a thin layer of crushed rock is 

spread on the surface. The resistivity of gravel is 2000 
ohm-meter while that of soil is 100 ohm-meter which 
increases the safety of personnel against shocks. Since 
resistivity of gravel is high, only a high voltage can 
force the current through the body to cause injuries. The 
gravel act like insulator & throws the electric field 
generated by GPR back to soil. 

  
Q2.9  What are the advantages of gravel/crushed rock? 
 
Ans. The  advantages of gravel/crushed rock are 

• It provides high resistivity surface layer.  

• It serves as impediment to the movement of 
reptiles and thereby help in minimizing the 
hazards which can be caused by them. 

• It prevents the formation of pools of oil from oil 
insulated and oil cooled electrical equipment. 

• It discourages the growth of weeds. 

• It helps retention of moisture on the underlying 
soil and thus helps in maintaining the resistivity 
of the subsoil at lower value. 

• It discourages running of persons in the 
switchyard and saves them from the risk of 
being subjected to possible high step potentials. 
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Q2.10  Explain the function of circuit breaker?  
 

Ans. The circuit breaker is equipment which automatically 
cut off power supply of the system when any fault or 
short circuit occurs in the system. It detects and isolates 
faults within a fraction of second thereby minimizing 
the damage at the point where the fault has occurred. 
The circuit breakers are specially designed to interrupt 
the very high fault currents, which may be ten or more 
times the normal operating currents. 

 
Q2.11  How many types of Circuit breaker? 
 
Ans. There are mainly following types of circuit breakers 
 used at sub station:  
 

i. Oil circuit breaker 
ii.   Air blast circuit breaker 
iii.   Vacuum circuit breaker 
iv.  SF6 circuit breaker 

 
Q2.12  What is capacitor bank and its use?  
 
Ans. It is a series parallel combination of capacitors required 

to improve power factor of the system. They act as 
reactive power generators, and provide the needed 
reactive power to accomplish active power of circuit. 
This reduces the amount of reactive power, and thus 
total power (kVA) or the demand. The bank should be 
provided as near as possible to load. 
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Q2.13  List out the safety items at sub-station. 
 
Ans. The following safety items shall be available at sub-
 station. 
 

-  First Aid box- The first aid box shall be 
 provided at suitable location.  

-  Safety belt 

-  Fire extinguishers 

- Fire buckets 

-  Hand gloves  

-  Gum boots 

-  Stretcher 

-  Earth discharge rod 

-  Rain coat 

-  Torch 

-  Helmet 

-  Tool kit 

-  Shock treatment chart  

   - Properly painted notice cum display boards, 
such as “MEN ON WORK”, “FUALTY LINE” 
etc. 

   - Rubber mat shall be provided in front of control 
panels. 
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Q2.14  What are common safety precaution to be 
observed while maintenance work is undertaken at 
substation?  

 

 
Ans. Whenever in a substation, any maintenance work is 

undertaken following safety precautions should be 
observed: 

■ Access to live parts should be prevented by using 
enclosures. 

■ Verify that the equipment to be maintained is 
isolated from all sources. 

■ All auxiliary supplies should be isolated. 

■ Equipment, which is isolated from supply for 
maintenance, should be earthed before touching it.  

■ Whenever safety interlocks are provided, steps 
should be taken to effectively use them. 

 
 Apart from precautions, factors like clarity of 
layout, accessibility of installation, live line indicators 
and segregation can contribute substantially to the 
safety during operation and maintenance work.  
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 3 3 3 3 CHAPTER 3 
 

vfFkZaxvfFkZaxvfFkZaxvfFkZax EARTHING 
 
 

Q3.1  What is earthing? 
  
Ans. Earthing is a connection done through a metal link 

between the body of any electrical appliance, or neutral 
point, as the case may be, to the deeper ground soil.  
The metal link is normally of MS flat, CI flat, GI wire 
which is penetrated to the ground earth grid. 

 
Q3.2  What is the object of earthing ? 
 

Ans. Earthing eliminates the possibility of any dangerous 
potential rise on the body of electrical equipment. It 
drains away the charge on the equipment body through 
an earth connection. When the equipment is earthed, a 
fault in the equipment such as winding insulation 
failure causes a heavy current to flow into the general 
mass of the earth. This also causes blowing out of fuse 
or operation/tripping of protective device. 

 

 Earthing is designed primarily to preserve the security 
of the system equipment and human safety.  

 

 The object of earthing is to provide as nearly as 
possible a surface under and around a station, which 
shall be at a uniform potential and as nearly to zero or 
absolute earth potential as possible.  
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All parts of apparatus other than live parts shall be at 
earth potential, as well as to ensure that operators or 
attendants shall be at earth potential at all times, so that 
there will be no potential difference to cause shock or 
injury to a person, whenever any short circuit takes 
place.  

 
Q3.3  What is Earth and earth electrode? 
  

Ans. Earth is conductive mass of the earth, whose electrical 
potential at any point is conventionally taken as zero. 

 
 Earth electrode is a conductor or group of conductors in 

intimate contact with and providing an electrical 
connection to earth. 

 
Q3.4  What is Earth Electrode Resistance? 
 
Ans. Earth electrode resistance is the resistance of an earth 

electrode to earth.  
 
Q3.5  What is Earthing grid? 
  

Ans. A system of a number of interconnected, horizontal 
bare conductors buried in the earth, providing a 
common ground for electrical devices and metallic 
structures, usually in one specific location is termed as 
earthing grid. 

 
Q3.6  What are the primary requirements of a good 

earthing system? 
  

Ans. The primary requirements of a good earthing system 
 are: 
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a. It stabilizes circuit potential with respect to 
ground potential and limits the potential rise. 

b. It protects men & materials from injury or 
damage due to over voltage or touching. 

c. It provides low impedance path to fault currents 
to ensure prompt & consistent operation of 
protective devices during earth fault. 

d. It keeps the maximum voltage gradient along the 
surface inside & around the substation within safe 
limits during earth fault. 

e. It protects underground cables from overall 
ground potential rise & voltage gradient during 
ground fault in the system.  

Q3.7  Write down the advantages of earthing? 
.  
Ans. The following are the few advantages of earthing: 

• Reduced operation & maintenance cost. 

• Reduction in magnitude of transient over voltages. 

• Improved lightning protection. 

• Simplification of ground fault location. 

• Improved system and equipment fault protection. 

• Improved service reliability 

• Greater safety for personnel & equipment 

• Prompt and consistent operation of protective 
devices during earth fault. 
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Q3.8  What is touch potential (E Touch)?  
  
Ans. The potential difference between a ground metallic 
 structure and a point on the earth’s surface separated by 
 a distance equal to the normal maximum horizontal 
 reach of a person, approximately one meter as shown in 
 figure given below: 
 
 

 

 

  

 

 

Q3.9  What is step potential (E Step)?  
  
Ans. The potential difference between two points on the 

earth's surface separated by distance of one pace that 
will be assumed to be one meter in the direction of 
maximum potential gradient as shown in figure below: 
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Q3.10  Describe difference between grounding & earthing. 
 
Ans. Grounding: 

 Grounding implies connection of current 
carrying parts to ground. It is mostly either generator or 
transformer neutral. Hence it is generally called neutral 
grounding. Grounding is done for equipment safety.  

 

There are three requirements for grounding: 
 

a.  Shall provide a low impedance path for the return 
of fault current, so that an over current protection 
device can act quickly to clear the circuit. 

b.  Shall maintain a low potential difference between 
exposed metal parts to avoid personnel hazards. 

c.  Shall control over voltage. 
  
 Earthing: 
 

 Earthing implies connection of non- current 
carrying parts to ground like metallic enclosures. 
Earthing is done for human safety.  

  

 Earthing system does not play any role under 
balanced operating conditions of power systems,. But 
under any ground fault condition, it enables the ground 
fault current to return back to the source without 
endangering human safety as shown in figure below: 
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Q3.11  Describe the classification of earthing? 
 

Ans. There are three types of earthing: 

i.   System earthing. 

ii.  Equipment earthing. 

iii.  Static and lightening protection earthing. 
 

i.  System earthing - System earthing is 
designed to maintain security of the system 
by ensuring that the potential on each 
conductor is restricted to such a value as is 
consistent with the level of insulation 
applied.  

 

ii.  Equipment earthing- It pertains to those 
electrical conductors, by which all metallic 
structures through which the energised 
conductor passes will be inter connected. 

 

iii.  Static and lightening protection earthing - 
Static grounding is to provide a discharge 
path for static electricity/lightening 
accumulated on equipment. and free the 
person who is operating it.  

 
Q3.12  What is the size of pipe earth electrode? 

 

Ans. It should be made of ‘B’ class G.I pipe. The internal 
diameter should not be smaller than 38 mm for GI and 
it should be 100 mm for cast Iron pipe. The length of 
the pipe electrode should not less than 2.5 m. It should 
be embedded vertically. Where hard rock is 
encountered it can be inclined to vertical. The 
inclination shall not more than 300 from the vertical.    
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Q3.13  Why parallel connections to electrodes are made? 
 

Ans. To obtain low effective earth grid resistance, 
electrodes are connected in parallel so that the total 
resistance will be lesser than individual resistance. 

 
Q3.14     What is the distance between two electrodes?  
 

Ans. Each electrode shall be embedded as far apart as 
possible from each other. Mutual separation between 
them shall usually be not less than 6.0 m or twice the 
length of the electrode.   

 
Q3.15    Write the types of earth electrodes? 
 

Ans.   The types of earth electrodes are: 
1. Plate Electrode 
2. Pipe Electrode 
3. Strip Electrode 
4. Rod Electrode 
5. Cable Sheaths 

 
Q3.16  What is the maximum permissible earth  resistance 
 of earthing system for various installations?  
 
Ans. The maximum permissible earth resistance of earthing 
 system for various installations are: 

• Large power station     :   0.5 ohms. 
• Major sub-station  :  1.0 ohms. 
• Small sub-station  :  2.0 ohms. 
• In all other cases  :   8.0 ohms. 
• The earth continuity inside 
 an installation   :  1.0 ohms. 
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Q3.17  What is the Use of Bentonite in Soil Treatment 
 
Ans. Bentonite is clay with excellent electrical properties. It 

swells to several times its original volume when 
suspended in water. It binds the water of crystallization 
and the water absorbed during the mixing process is 
retained over a long period. Bentonite suspension in 
water when used to surround the earth electrode 
virtually increases the electrode surface area. 
 

Q3.18  What is the Use of fly ash in soil treatment? 
  
Ans. As per CPRI studies reveals that fly ash from thermal 

stations has equivalent chemical composition and hence 
can be used for the electrical installations in areas of 
high ground resistivity. Fly ash can also be used as a 
chemical treatment material to reduce soil resistivity. 

 
Q3.19  What equipment should be connected to earth mat 

in a sub-station? 
 
Ans. Following equipment in a sub-station should be 

connected to the Earth mat: 

1. The neutral point of such system through its 
own independent earth. 

2. Equipment frame work and other non-current 
carrying parts of the electrical equipment in the 
sub-station. 

3. All extraneous metallic frame work not 
associated with equipment. 

4. Handle of the operating pipe. 

5. Fence if it is within 2 m from earth mat. 
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Q3.20  Write the preference of selection of soil for the  
 location of earth electrode. 

 

Ans. The location of earth electrode should be chosen in one 
 of the following types of soil in the order of preference:  

• Wet marshy ground. 

• Clay, loamy soil and arable land. 

• Clay and loam mixed with varying proportions 
 of sand, gravel and stones. 

• Damp and wet sand, peat. 
 

Dry sand, gravel chalk limestone, granite, very 
stone ground and all locations where virgin rock is very 
close to the surface should be avoided. 

 
Q3.21    What factors affect the resistance of earth system? 
  

Ans. The resistance of earth system depends upon the 
following factors: 
■ Condition of soil. 
■ Temperature of soil. 
■ Moisture content of soil. 
■ Size and spacing of earth electrodes 
■ Depth, at which the electrode is embedded. 
■ Material of conductor. 
■ Quality of coal, dust, charcoal and salt in the 

earth electrode pit. 
■ No. of electrodes connected in parallel. 
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Q3.22  Explain the procedure of measurement of earth 
resistance by earth tester (Hand Driven). 

 
Ans. The ohm meter consists of a current coil and a potential 

coil mounted on a common spindle and placed in the 
magnetic field of a permanent magnet. The current coil 
is connected in series with the earth electrodes and 
current electrodes. The potential coil is connected 
across the earth electrode and the potential electrode 
through the rotary rectifier. While measuring the earth 
resistance the terminals C1, P1 are connected to the 
main earth electrode P2 to the potential electrode and 
C2 to the current electrode. The potential and current 
electrodes are temporary electrodes placed in the 
ground 50 to 75 feet apart and 50 to 75 feet & from the 
earth electrode. 

 
When the megger is operated an ac current is 

produced in the coil. The voltage drop produced in the 
earth electrode is applied across the potential coil. The 
current coil produces a torque in the clock wise 
direction, and the potential coil produces a torque in 
anti-clock wise direction. The current applied to the 
current coil is inversely proportional to the earth 
resistance and the voltage drop applied across the 
potential coil is directly proportional to the earth 
resistance the torque opposes each other and brings the 
moving system to rest when they are equal. The pointer 
indicates the earth resistance values on a calibrated 
scale. 
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Q3.23  What are the dangers of imperfect earthing? 
 
Ans. The dangers of imperfect earthing in various equipment 
 are as under: 

• If the transformer neutral is not earthed properly, 
in the event of an earth fault in the system a 
condition will occur resulting in high voltages 
resulting in irreparable damage to the transformer. 

• If lightning arrester earth is not proper, in the 
event of lightning discharge, the lightning arrester 
will become in-effective and this may cause 
damage elsewhere in the equipment. 

• In case air brake (AB) switch handle is not 
earthed properly, during the operation of the AB 

Potential Terminal: P1 or P2

Test Earth 
Electrode  

Potential  
Electrode 

Current  
Electrode

C1 

P1

C2 

P2

50 - 70 feet 50 - 70 feet 

Current Terminal: or C2 
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switch, the touch voltage limits may exceed and 
cause injury to the operator. 

 
• In-effective earthing in a distribution system may, 

not only result in life hazards but also may affect 
metering. 

 

Q3.24   What precautions should be taken while earthing? 
 
Ans. Following precautions should be taken while earthing: 

• Always see that earthing requirements are 
observed without any compromise. 

• Never use an earth return to serve as neutral when 
tapping single phase supply. 

• Consumer neutral must always be maintained 
pucca and proper linkage with the system neutral 
ensured. 

• Remember that earth wire will carry current 
during fault conditions and hence adequate size of 
the wire should be used for earthing. 

• Remember that removal of the earth or improper 
maintenance of the earth system will cause single 
voltages at some points which may cause over 
fluxing conditions on the feeding power 

• Transformer and cause irreparable damages inside 
the power transformers. 

 
Q3.25  What is maintenance free earthing and its uses? 

 
Ans. With technological developments in the field of 

earthing, modern maintenance free and durable earthing 
system employs steel conductors as electrode which are 
copper claded and utilize graphitic compounds and non 
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corrosive salts as “ Ground Enhancing Material” which 
do not lead to corrosion. Such earth pits also do not 
require the usual watering schedules to maintain the 
earth resistance within limits.  
 

This earthing system may be used in following 
locations. 

� Sub stations & switching stations 

� Remote Terminal Units 

� Transformer & Generator neutral earths 

� Lightning arrester earths 

� Equipment earths including panels  
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 4 4 4 4 CHAPTER 4 
 

fo|qr fo|qr fo|qr fo|qr ÅtkZ ,oa bldk laj{k.kÅtkZ ,oa bldk laj{k.kÅtkZ ,oa bldk laj{k.kÅtkZ ,oa bldk laj{k.k 
ELECTRICAL ENERGY & ITS 

CONSERVATION 
 
 

Q4.1  What is Energy and electrical energy?  
 

Ans. Energy is the ability to do work and work is the transfer 
of energy from one form to another. Energy comes in 
different forms – heat (thermal), light (radiant), 
mechanical, electrical, chemical, nuclear energy etc. 
 

Electrical energy : Electrical energy is the movement 
of electrons. 
 

Q4.2  What is electric current and its types?  
 

Ans. Electric current is the rate of flow of electric charge. 
Electric current is divided into two types: Directional 
Current (DC) and Alternating Current (AC). 
 

Directional (Direct) Current 

 A non-varying unidirectional electric current 
(Example: Current produced by batteries). 

 Alternating Current 

 A current which reverses in regularly recurring 
of time and which has alternately positive and negative 
values, and occurring a specified number of times per 
second. (Example: Household electricity produced by 
generators, Electricity supplied by utilities) Ampere is 
the basic unit of electric current. 
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 Q4.3  What is Voltage (V)? 
 

Ans. Volt is the International System of Unit (SI) measure 
of electric potential or electromotive force. A potential 
of one volt appears across a resistance of one ohm 
when a current of one ampere flows through that 
resistance. 

 
Q4.4  What is Resistance (Ω)? 
 

Ans. The property of substances which resists the  flow of 
 electrons through it, is called its resistance.   

 Resistance = Voltage/ Current 

The unit of resistance is ohm (Ω). 
 
Q4.5  What is Frequency (Hz)? 

 
Ans. The supply frequency tells us the cycles at which 
 alternating current changes. The unit of frequency is 
 hertz (Hz: cycles per second). 
 
Q4.6  What is apparent power (kVA)? 

 

Ans. It is the product of kilovolts and Amperes. This 
measures the electrical load on a circuit or system. It is 
also called the apparent power. 

 

     For a single phase electrical circuit, 
 Apparent power(kVA)       =  Voltage x Amperes 

     1000 
 For a three phase electrical circuit,  
 Apparent power(kVA)  =  √ 3 x Voltage x Amperes 

                     1000 
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Q4.7  What is KVAr (Reactive Power)? 
  

Ans. KVAr is the reactive power. Reactive power is the 
portion of apparent power that does no work. This type 
of power must be supplied to all types of magnetic 
equipment, such as motors, transformers etc. larger the 
magnetizing requirement, larger the kVAr. 

 
Q4.8  What is Kilowatt (kW) Active Power? 

 
Ans. kW is the active power or the work-producing part of 

apparent power. 
 

For single phase, Power (kW)  
= Voltage x Ampere x Power factor 
                            1000 

 

For three phase, Power (kW)  
=  √ 3 x Line Voltage x Line Amperes x Power factor 

  1000 
Q4.9  What is Power Factor? 

 
Ans. Power Factor (PF) is the ratio between the active power 
 (kW) and apparent power (kVA). 

Power Factor (CosΦ )    
 =     Active Power  (kW ) 
   Apparent Power (kVA) 
  
 =     kW                                
       √(kW)2 + (kVAr)2 

  When current lags voltage like in inductive 
loads, it is called lagging power factor and when current 
leads voltage like in capacitive loads, it is called leading 
power factor. 
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Q4.10  What is Kilowatt-hour (kWh)? 
 
Ans. Kilowatt-hour is the energy consumed by 1000 Watts 

load in one hour. If 1kW (1000 watts) of an electrical 
equipment is operated for 1 hour, it would consume 1 
kWh of energy (1 unit of electricity). 

 

Q4.11  What is Contract Demand? 
 
Ans. Contract demand is the amount of electric power that a 

customer demands from utility in a specified interval. 
Unit used is kVA. It is the amount of electric power that 
the consumer agreed upon with the utility. This would 
mean that utility has to plan for the specified capacity. 

 
Q4.12  What is Maximum Demand? 
 
Ans. Maximum demand is the highest average kVA recorded 

during any one-demand interval within the month. The 
demand interval is normally 30 minutes, but may vary 
from utility to utility from 15 minutes to 60 minutes. 
The demand is measured using a tri-vector meter/ 
digital energy meter. 

 
Q4.13  What is the cause of low power factor & which 
 equipment load have low power factor? 

 
Ans. The cause of low power factor is due to the reactive 

power flowing in the circuit. The reactive power 
depends on the inductance and capacitance of the 
apparatus. 

 
 The following electrical equipment and apparatus have  

low factor: 
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a. Induction motors of all types particularly when 
they are under loaded. 

b. Power transformers and voltage regulators 
c. Arc welders 
d. Induction furnaces and heating coils.  
e. Choke coils and magnetic systems. 
f. Fluorescent and discharge lamps, neon signs etc. 

 
Q4.14  What are the Disadvantages of low power factor? 

Ans. The disadvantages of low power factor are:  

• Inefficient operation of plant. Cost of generating 
station is high for a given power requirement at 
load in case of low power factor at load. 

• Size of conductor will be high. 

• Voltage regulation will be poor. 

• System losses will be high. 

• Energy bill will be high for given load at low 
PF. 

• Overloading of cables and transformers 
 

Q4.15     What are the different reactive power 
compensation options available in an electrical 
system?  

  

Ans. Following are the possible reactive power 
compensations methods: 

a)  Use of HT capacitors  

b)  Use of LT capacitors  

c)  Use of synchronous motors 

d)  Proper sizing of motors based on loads and use 
of energy efficient motors. 
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Q4.16  How to improve power factor?  

 
Ans. The use of the static capacitors is an economical way of 

improving power factor on account of their 
comparatively low cost, ease of installation, less 
maintenance, low losses and the advantage of extension 
by addition of requisite units to meet the load growth. 
Installation of capacitors also improves the voltage 
regulation and reduces amperes loading and energy 
losses in the supply apparatus and lines. 

 
Q4.17  Give the definition of energy conservation. 

 
Ans: Energy conservation means “Reducing energy 

consumption by adopting energy consuming efficient 
measures in various sectors without affecting output, 
production or comfort level”. 

 It means 
• Reducing energy consumption 
• Avoiding wastage of energy. 

 

Q4.18 Write down various energy conservation measures 
adopted in Railways. 

1. Energy audit to be conducted to monitor and 
minimize energy consumption per unit output.  

2. Use capacitors to improve power factor to reduce 
maximum demand charges based on kVA, reduce 
losses and improve voltage. 

3. Control leakages of water, gas, air, electricity etc. 

4. Lubricate motors, pumps etc.,  
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5. Control idle running of machines. Switch off 
equipment like feeders transformers, welding sets 
etc. from mains to control no load losses. 

6. Use alternate source of energy.  

7. Display energy conservation measures. 

8. Review existing installations for latest designs 
locations and do energy audit. 

9. Control maximum demand by staggering loads; 
cutting of loads when MD is exceeded, provide 
alarms for indicating MD exceeding limits. 

10. Select motor drive keeping in view the 
requirement of   load. The efficiency of a drive is 
high at full load. Replace oversized motors, as 
efficiency will be low at low loads. 

11. Select high efficiency motors. Replace energy 
inefficient motors when they are due for 
rewinding. 

12. Select efficient speed control system in the drive. 
Resistance control wastes energy. 

 
Q4.19  Write down Energy conservation measures for 
 electric ovens.  
 

Ans.  
1. Electrical heating is expensive. Select oven of 

optimum size.  

2. Use ovens on full load. Stop idle running of ovens. 

3. Ensure efficient temperature control. Thermostats 
should be in working order. 

4. Plug all leakages. Do not open door unnecessarily. 
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Q4.20  Write down Energy conservation measures for lights 
 and fans.  
 

Ans.  
1. Natural lighting and ventilation should be used to 

the maximum extent. Use of FRP translucent sheets 
should be used in roof area of sheds, shops etc. 

2. Low height partitions should be used.  

3. Suitable light finish of interior surfaces and 
furnishings should be maintained for maximum 
utilization of inter-reflection of light. Task lighting 
should be provided. 

4. Minimum possible heights for mounting tube lights 
etc. should be selected. 

5. Replace incandescent with efficient luminaries such 
as CFL, metal halide etc. 

6. Use electronic fan regulators 

7. Use tuners, door switches, group control switches, 
photo control switches to switch off 
lights/fans/water coolers etc.  

8. Luminaries should be cleaned periodically. 

9. Avoid indirect/fancy/decorative lighting. 

10. Use voltage controls to dim lights. 
 
Q4.21  Write down Energy conservation measures for 
 pumps.  
 

Ans. 

1. Use of pumps in series parallel to meet the 
requirement at various hours of the day can be 
effective. 
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2. Use broader opening foot valve and avoid high 
 resistance foot valve. 

3. Replace elbows with 90o long radius bends and 
undersize suction pipes. 

4. Reduce unnecessary height of delivery pipes. 

5. Periodical maintenance is necessary. 

6. Avoid overflow in storage tanks and leakage of 
water through joints, valves and taps.      

7.  Replace over size pumps. 

8. Do maximum pumping at night to save on 
Maximum Demand. 

 
Q4.22  Write down Energy conservation measures for 
 refrigeration and air conditioning. 
Ans. 

1. Select highest temperature required for desired 
quality in refrigeration/air conditioning system. 

2. Use false ceiling and partitioning to enable 
reduction of volume for air 
condition/refrigeration. 

3. Use of auto door closer, air curtain and vinyl 
curtain are useful to minimize the heat ingresses 
from outside. 

4. Use double glass windows and double doors in 
AC area. 

5. Use efficient lighting and electronic chokes and 
fan regulators in AC areas. 
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6. Switch off AC an hour prior to office closing and 
switch off water coolers during the night. Plan 
timing and use timers. 

7. Carry out necessary periodical maintenance. 
 
Q4.23  Write down Energy conservation measures for 
 compressed air system. 
Ans. 

1. Compressed air system converts 5% energy to 
useful energy. Hence use of compressed air 
should be minimized. 

2. Cleaning by compressed air is rarely justified and 
shall be avoided.  

3. Select capacity and pressure. 10% reduction in 
pressure can save 5% energy. 

4. Stop leakage of air and reduce length of air 
pipeline.  

5. Use of high efficiency drive with automatic speed 
control can save energy. 

 
Q4.24  Write down Energy conservation measures for 
 transformer and distribution. 
Ans. 

1. Use high efficiency transformers. 
2. Switch off the standby transformer to control no 

load losses. Changeover can be done periodically 
to avoid drop in IR. 

3. Switching off the transformer on holidays is also 
useful, running the transformer on full load also 
helps.  

4. Use high voltage for longer distribution line.  
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5. Improve power factor. Improving the power 
factor can save peak line losses and reduction in 
peak demand. 

6. Switch off feeders when not required during the 
day.  

7. Do regular maintenance of transformers and 
distribution lines. 

 
Q4.25  Write down Energy conservation measures for 
 Diesel Generator sets. 
Ans. 

1. Ensure cold, dust free air at intake. 

2. Improve air filtration.  

3. Ensure fuel oil storage, handling and preparation 
as per manufacturers’ guidelines/oil company 
data.  

4. Consider fuel oil additives in case they benefit 
fuel oil properties for DG set usage.  

5. Calibrate fuel injection pumps periodically.  

6. Ensure compliance with maintenance checklist.  

7. Ensure steady load conditions, avoiding 
fluctuations, imbalance in phases, harmonic loads.  

8. In terms of fuel cost economy, consider partial use 
of biomass gas for generation if available. 

9. Consider parallel operation among the DG sets for 
improved loading and fuel economy thereof.  

10. Carryout regular field trials to monitor DG set 
performance, and maintenance planning as per 
requirements.  
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 5 5 5 5 CHAPTER 5 
 

fo|qr lqj{kk ,oa vkxfo|qr lqj{kk ,oa vkxfo|qr lqj{kk ,oa vkxfo|qr lqj{kk ,oa vkx 
ELECTRICAL SAFETY & FIRE 

 
 
Q5.1  What is meant by low, medium, high and extra high 

voltages? 
 

Ans. Voltages 
-- Low  :  < 250V 
-- Medium :  > 250V but < 650V 
-- High  :  > 650V but < 33000V 
-- Extra high :   > 33000V  

 
Q5.2  What are the safety precautions while working on 

overhead line?  
 
Ans:  Following safety precautions shall be taken while 

working on overhead line: 
• Study the equipment or section where to work. 

• Explain in detail to the working staff about the 
place of working and work to be done. 

• Inform to the controlling authority/controller about 
the equipment/section to be taken under shut down. 

• The controller then switched off the 
equipment/section and advice the authorized person 
who has taken the power block to commence the 
work after duly taking necessary safety precautions. 

• After confirming the switched off the supply, 
provide the earthling on either side of the working 
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spot rigidly, tighten the earth connections and then 
to start the work, 

• After completion of the work, after confirming that 
the men and material has been removed the 
equipment/section then to inform to the controller 
that all earthlings are removed and the section is 
ready for charge. 

• After confirming the removable of all the earths 
then the controller will charge the 
section/equipment. 

 
Q5.3  What is fire and how it occurs? 

  

Ans. Fire is the combination of Material, Temperature and 
Oxygen. When the above three substances comes into 
contact in sufficient quantity, combustion takes place 
followed by flame and smoke which is called Fire. 

 
Q5.4  What are the preventive measures to be taken to 

avoid Fire accidents? 
Ans. 

• Use electrical equipment of approved design 
 and from reputed manufacturer. 

• equipment are to be installed properly, by 
experienced staff who are fully aware of their 
responsibilities and conversant with the statutory 
rules like IE rules and regulations for safe 
working on electric equipment. 

• The electrical equipment has to be maintained 
properly by carryings out periodical inspections 
and tests to ensure that the equipment is safe. 

• The equipment has to be used carefully, taking 
normal precautions. 
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• The place of working should be dry and free 
from inflammable items. 

• Proper earthing of the equipments is to be done. 

• Loose connections and shortcut methods are to 
be avoided. 

• Hanging wires and bare wires should not be 
allowed. 

 

Q5.5  How many types of fires? Classify and explain. 
 
Ans. Under British Standard EN-2 (Classification of fires), 

fires have been divided into broad classifications for 
extinguishing purpose. This will assist in selecting the 
most effecting fire extinguishing agent to be used, on 
the most appropriate type of fire and burning material. 

 Class A: 

 All solid materials, usually organic origin nature 
 (contains compounds of carbon) and generally produce 
 glowing embers – i.e. wood, textiles, curtains, furniture 
 and plastics. 

 Class B: 

 All flammable liquids and solids, which can also be 
 sub-divided into: 

• Non-miscible with water (i.e. petrol, oils, solvents, 
paints & waxes). 

• Polar liquid fires (Hydrophilic/Miscible) with water 
(e.g. alcohol, methanol, acetone, propanol, & 
ethanol etc.)- sometimes known as Polar Liquids) 

     Note :  Hydrophilic = having an affinity with water 

                 Miscible      = capable of being mixed. 
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Class C: 

 Class ‘C’ fires involve Natural Mains Gas, Liquid 
Petroleum Gases (e.g. LPG – Butane & Propane etc.) 
and Medical or Industrial gases. 

 Class D: 

Class ‘D’ fires involving metals or powdered metals 
etc. (where water is generally ineffective and/ or 
dangerous). 

 Specialist Dry Powders are produced for certain class 
‘D’ fires (i.e. M28), particularly those involving alkali 
metals such as Sodium & Potassium. These Dry 
powders extinguish metal fires by fusing the powder to 
form a crust, which excludes oxygen from the surface 
of the molten metal. A specific agent is added to 
prevent the powder from sinking into the surface of the 
molten metals. 

 Electrical: 

Electrical fires are not considered to constitute a fire 
class on their own, as electricity is a source of ignition 
that will feed the fire until removed. When the electrical 
supply has been isolated, the fire can be treated 
(generally) as ‘Class A’ for extinguishing purposes. 
However, always isolate the supply before fighting the 
fire; if this is not possible then a non-electrical 
conducting extinguishing agent is to be used regardless 
of the power status, on all occasions. 

Warning Note: 

 Some electrical equipment such as capacitors can store 
dangerous voltages even if their power supply has been 
isolated. Always use extinguishers containing non-
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electrical equipment such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2) or 
dry powder. 

Class F: 

New class specifically dealing with high temperature 
(≥360°C) cooking oils used in large industrial catering 
kitchens, restaurants and take away establishments etc. 
Cooking oil fires, because of their high auto-ignition 
temperatures, are difficult to extinguish. 

 Conventional extinguishers are not effective for 
cooking oil fires, as they do not cool sufficiently or may 
even cause flash back, thereby putting the operator at 
risk. These extinguishers contain a specially formulated 
wet chemical which, when applied to the burning 
liquid, cools and emulsifies the oil, extinguishing the 
flame, sealing the surface and preventing re-ignition. 

 
Q5.6  What action shall be taken when fire occurs in a 

HT Sub-Station? 

Ans. Following action shall be taken when fire occurs in a 
 HT Sub-Station: 

o First isolate the substation.  
o Switch off all the equipments.  
o Use the fire extinguishers available in substation 

for extinguishing the fire. 
o Send the information to the nearest fire station. 
o Inform to the higher official. 
o Clear the combustible material if any near the 

vicinity of the fire. 
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 6 6 6 6 CHAPTER 6 

 
Ádk’k O;oLFkkÁdk’k O;oLFkkÁdk’k O;oLFkkÁdk’k O;oLFkk 

ILLUMINATION 
 
 

 

Q6.1  What is light? 
 
Ans. Light is a traveling wave. When a body is heated up, it 

starts to emit light rays (energy) beyond a definite 
temperature limit. The velocity of light rays is 2.998 X 
108 meters per second. 

 
Q6.2  What is meant by illumination? 

  
Ans. The luminous flux falling on a unit area is called the 

illumination of a source.  It is denoted by letter ‘E’. 
 
 Illumination, E =    F    lm/m² or lux 
          A 
 Where,           F = luminous-flux, lumens 
   A = Area, m². 
 
Q6.3 Define Lux (lx)?  
 
Ans. Lux (lx) is the luminance produced by a luminous flux 

of one lumen, uniformly distributed over a surface area 
of one square meter. It is also defined as the 
International System unit of illumination, equal to one 
lumen per square meter.  
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Q6.4  What is meant by luminous flux? 
  
Ans. The light energy generated by a luminous-source per 

second is called luminous flux. The unit of luminous 
flux is Lumen. 

 
Q6.5   What is meant by one lumen? 

  
Ans. It is the unit of luminous flux.  The luminous flux 

emerging from a solid angle of one International 
candle source is called one lumen. 

   One lumen = 12.57 x candle Power 
 
Q6.6   What is meant by one candle power? 
  
Ans. The amount of light falling on surface of 1sq. ft. (900 

cm²) area from a light source placed at a distance of 1 
ft. (30 cm) from that surface is called one candle 
power. 

 
Q6.7  What are the characteristics of a good illumination? 
 
Ans.    The characteristics of a good illumination are: 

1. The shades shouldn’t be deep. 

2. The lights shouldn’t produce glare. 

3. The lamps should have been installed at the 
correct places. 

4. The size of lamps and the light produced by them 
should be appropriate. 

5. The lamps should be kept cleaned. 
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Q6.8  What is a lamp and describe briefly the most 
commonly used lamps?  

 
Ans. Lamp is equipment which produces light. Lamps that 

are commonly used are: Incandescent, gas discharge 
lamps, include mercury, metal halide and high pressure 
sodium, low pressure sodium and fluorescent lights.  

  
Q6.9 Define luminous efficacy?  
 
Ans. Luminous efficacy is defined as the ratio of luminous 

flux emitted by a lamp to the power consumed by the 
lamp. Efficacy is energy efficiency of conversion from 
electricity to light form.  

 
Q6.10 What is the difference between a ‘filament lamp’ 

and a ‘gas discharge lamp’?  
 
Ans. Filament lamps like incandescent lamps produce light 

by virtue of a filament heated to incandescence by the 
flow of electric current through it. The light from a gas 
discharge lamp is not produced by heating a filament, 
but by the excitation of gas contained in either a tubular 
or elliptical outer bulb.  

 
Q.6.11 What is the function of Luminaire in a lighting 

system?  
 
Ans. Luminaire is a device that distributes, filters or 

transforms the light emitted from one or more lamps.  
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Q6.12 What does a luminaire consists of?  
 

Ans. Luminaire or light fixture consists of the following 
components:  
• Lamps,  
• Lamp sockets,  
• Ballasts,  
• Reflective material,  
• Lenses, refractors or louvers,  
• housings  

 
Q6.13 What is “Colour Rendering Index (CRI)” in lighting 

technology?  
 

Ans. Colour Rendering Index (CRI) is a measure of the 
degree to which the colours of surfaces illuminated by a 
given light source confirm to those of the same surfaces 
under a reference illuminant; suitable allowance having 
been made for the state of Chromatic adaptation.  

 
Q6.14  Why are the gas-discharge lamps considered better 

than the incandescent lamps? 
 

Ans. Gas-discharge lamps are considered better because of 
their high efficiency, long life, more, cool and pleasant 
light. 

 
Q6.15 Highlight advantages of CFL lamp (compact 

fluorescent lamp) over incandescent lamps?  
 

Ans. CFL lamps are generally used as replacement for 
incandescent lamps. The following are the advantages 
of CFL lamps over incandescent lamps:  

a.  Higher illumination level (55-65 lm/watt)  
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b.  Longer life (typically 10,000 hours),  

c.  Higher energy savings and hence cost savings 
(nearly 80% saving),  

d.  Less heat generation  
 
Q6.16 What are the main disadvantages of ‘filament 

lamps’ for panel indicator lamp application?  
 
Ans. The main disadvantages of ‘filament lamps’ for panel 

indicator lamp application are: 
 

• Comparatively high energy consumption (15      
W/lamp) than ‘LED lamps’  

• Failure of lamps is high 
• Very sensitive to voltage fluctuations  

 
Q6.17 What are the merits of ‘LED lamps’ over ‘filament 

lamps’?  
 
Ans. The merits of ‘LED lamps’ over ‘filament lamps are: 
 

• Less power consumption.  

• Withstand high voltage fluctuation in the power 
supply  

• Longer operating life ( more than 100000 hours)  
 
Q6.18 How ‘good lighting distribution’ can be achieved in 

a plant?  
 
Ans. For achieving better efficiency, luminaires that are 

having light distribution characteristics appropriate for 
the task interior should be selected. The luminaires 
fitted with a lamp should ensure that discomfort glare 
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and veiling reflections are minimised. Installation of 
suitable luminaires depends upon the height - Low, 
Medium & High Bay.  

   
 System layout and fixing of the luminaires play a major 

role in achieving energy efficiency. This also varies 
from application to application. Hence, fixing the 
luminaires at optimum height and usage of mirror optic 
luminaires leads to energy efficiency.  

 
Q6.19 Describe the advantages of providing transformer 

exclusively for lighting.  
 
Ans. Most of the problems faced by the lighting equipment 

and the gears are due to the supply voltage fluctuations. 
Hence, the lighting equipments have to be isolated from 
the power feeders. This is carried out by installing 
lighting voltage transformers, which regulate the 
voltage exclusively for lighting circuits. 

 
 This reduces the voltage related problems in turn 

increasing the efficiency of the lighting system. This 
also results in energy saving during the periods when 
the supply voltage levels are on higher side. In addition, 
it increases the life and performance of the control gear 
units of the lamps due to better voltage regulation.  

 
Q6.20 Give a short note on utilization of ‘Day lighting’.  
 
Ans. Whenever the orientation of a building permits, day 

lighting can be used in combination with electric 
lighting. This should not introduce glare or a severe 
imbalance of brightness in visual environment. Usage 
of day lighting (in air conditioned offices / halls) will 
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have to be very limited, because the air conditioning 
load will increase on account of the increased solar heat 
dissipation into the area. In many cases, a switching 
method, to enable reduction of electric light in the 
window zones during certain hours may be designed.  

 
 
Q6.21 Highlight the advantages of high frequency (HF) 

electronic ballasts in place of conventional ballasts?  
 
Ans. Advantages of high frequency (HF) electronic 
 ballasts in place of conventional ballasts are: 
 

• Electronic chokes consume less energy compared to 
electromagnetic chokes.  

• Less heat generation, hence reduced loading on air-
conditioning (in A/C rooms).  

• Lights instantly  

• Improved power factor  

• Less weight,  

• Increased lamp life  
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 7 7 7 7 CHAPTER 7 

 
ikoj dsfcikoj dsfcikoj dsfcikoj dsfcyyyy 

POWER CABLES 
 
 
Q7.1  What is the use of cable? 
 
Ans. Cables are used for transmission of electrical power. 

They are mostly used for low voltage distribution in 
thickly populated area, in substations from transformers 
to main distribution panels and from main distribution 
panels to different distribution panels. 

 
 Low voltage cables are also used in industries, 

workshops and maintenance shops/ sheds. Medium & 
high voltage transmission cables are also used for 
crossing the roads, railway lines and in densely 
populated areas in big cities. 

 
Q7.2  What are the advantages of cable over the overhead 

line? 
  

Ans. Cables as compared to overhead lines have the 
following advantages: 

i. The cable transmission and distribution are not 
subjected to supply interruptions caused by 
lightening or thunderstorms, birds and other 
severe weather conditions. 

ii.   It reduces accidents caused by the breaking of the 
conductors. 
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iii. Its use does not spoil the beauty of place, cities.  
But if a fault occurs due to any reason, it is not 
easily located. 

iv. Maintenance cost is less and chances of fault/ failure 
is also less. 

 
Q7.3  Describe the main parts of cable. 
 
Ans. Conductor, insulation and protection are the main three 

parts of the cables. 
  
 i.   Conductor 

 
 Conductor is a material that provides low 
resistance to the flow of electrical current. Electrical 
grade high conductivity annealed copper or 
annealed aluminium conductors are used in cables. 
Generally all power cables have aluminium as the 
conductor material. Aluminium of high purity, 
(99.5% pure electrical grade) which is highly 
anticorrosive and highly conductive is used as 
conductor in cables. Annealing softens the 
aluminium, reduces tensile strength and increase 
conductivity. 

 
 ii.   Insulation 
   

 Insulation material means a material having 
good dielectric properties, which is used to separate 
or isolate the conducting electrical parts.  

  
  iii.    Protection 
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   Following protecting layers are provided for 
protection of the cable. 

          a.  Inner Sheath  
 

For protection from moisture and aggressive 
elements, sheath is provided over the 
insulation. For oil impregnated paper insulated 
cables, lead sheath or impregnated jute tapes 
with layers of bitumen compound are used. 

 

For polymeric material insulated cables, 
extruded PVC sheath or wrapping of plastic 
tapes are used.             

          b.  Armouring  
Armouring is provided to avoid mechanical 
injury to the cable. Depending upon the 
application, the cable may be armoured or 
unarmoured. The armouring is applied over 
the core insulation or inner sheath for single 
core cables and over the inner sheath for the 
multicore cables. 

 

Armour is a metallic wrapping over the 
cable insulation. For single core cables, non 
magnetic materials are used as armour, for 
example, flat aluminium wire. In multicore 
cables, common armour is provided for all the 
laid up cores and the armour material may be 
galvanized round steel wire or flat steel strip. 

          
       c.    Outer Sheath  

 

Single core and multicore cables are 
provided with an extruded PVC outer sheath. 
The colour of the outer sheath is generally 
black. 
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Q7.4  What are the properties of cable insulation? 
 
Ans. Insulation to be used for cables must have following 

properties. 

• It should have a high specific resistance and 
dielectric strength. 

• It should be tough and flexible. 

• It should not be hygroscopic i.e. it should not 
absorb moisture from air or surroundings. 

• It should be capable of standing high temperatures 
without much deterioration. 

• It should be non-inflammable, fire retardant. 

• It should not be attacked by acids or alkalies. 

• It should be capable of withstanding high rupturing 
voltages. 

 
Q7.5  What are the main types of insulation group? 

  
Ans. The following are the main types of insulation group, 

which are used: 

i. Butyle rubber. (BR) 

ii. Polyethylene (PE) 

iii. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

iv. Fiberous material suc as paper, jute etc. 

v. Ethylene propylene rubber (EPR) 

vi. Cross linked polyethylene (XLPE) 

vii. Polychloroprene (PCP) 

viii. Oil impregnated paper insulation. 
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Q7.6  What are the special types of cables? 
  

Ans. Cables are also classified based on special applications 
such as: 
i. Fire performance and heat resistant cables. 
ii.  Pilot cables. 
iii.  Instrumentation cables. 
iv. Submarine cables & ship board cables. 
v. Airport lighting cables. 
vi. Mining cables. 
vii.  Cables for lifts and hoisting gears. 
viii.  Welding cables. 
ix. Cables for hazardous areas such as petro- 

chemical industries etc. 

  
 Q7.7  What is PILC cable and what are its 
 disadvantages? 

 

Ans. Paper insulated lead sheath covered (PILC) cables:  
  

For many years, the superior insulation material for 
power cables from low voltage to high voltages was oil-
impregnated paper. Oil impregnated paper has excellent 
electrical properties and a high degree of thermal 
overload capacity without excessive deterioration. 
However PILC cables have the following 
disadvantages: 
 

• Prone to moisture and damage. 
• Low current carrying capacities. 
• Low operating temperatures. 
• Heavier weight and difficult to handle during 

installation. 
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• Migration of impregnating compound which do 
not permit laying cables vertically or on steep 
slopes. 

 
Due to above disadvantages, the use of PILC 

cables is limited. 
 
Q7.8  What is PVC cable and explain its advantages? 
 
Ans. Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) is a general purpose 

thermoplastic used for wires and cables insulation and 
is a suitable alternative to paper insulation. PVC is 
applied as continuous seam free extrusion as insulation 
and sheath. 

 
PVC cables has following properties and 

advantages: 

• Insulation resistance and breakdown strength are 
practically unaffected by moisture. 

• There is no impregnating compound in these 
cables, hence these cables can be laid vertically 
and on steep slopes. 

• These cables can withstand a high transient 
conductor temperature with out any deformation 
of insulation. 

• These cables are practically resistant to all 
chemicals encountered in practice. 

• These cables are flame retardant since PVC 
ignites with great difficulty and that too when 
directly exposed to a flame. 
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• These cables are easy to install and handle due to 
their lighter weight. 

• Small bending radii permit the termination of 
these cables in limited space. This eases the 
termination of PVC cables in switch boards and 
control panels etc. 

• PVC cables have a smooth outer surface resulting 
in a neat appearance when installed. PVC outer 
sheath is tough and abrasion proof. 

 

The main disadvantage of PVC is that it 
becomes brittle due to high temperature 
variations.  

 

Generally there are two types of PVC, general 
purpose and fire retardant (FR-PVC). PVC 
insulation is suitable for voltages up to 11 kV. 

 
Q7.9  What is XLPE cables (Cross Linked Poly Ethylene)? 

 
Ans. Poly ethylene has a linear molecular structure. 

Molecules of polyethylene, not chemically bonded, are 
easily deformed at high temperatures. This linear 
structure is changed into cross-linked structure by 
special processes. This thermo setting XLPE insulation 
material provide extra-ordinary electrical, thermal and 
mechanical properties to the cables, like low dielectric 
loss, excellent dielectric strength, higher continuous 
current rating, high resistance to thermal ageing etc. 

 

Q7.10  What are the main advantages of XLPE cables over 
 PVC cables? 

 
Ans. Following are the main advantages of XLPE cables 

over PVC cables: 
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i. Excellent electrical & physical properties 

 

High resistance to thermal deformation 
and the ageing property of XLPE cables provide 
greater continuous and short circuit current 
capacity ensuring higher degree of reliability 
over wide range of temperature variation as 
compared to PVC cables. 
 

Permissible maximum conductor temperature 
         XLPE cables      PVC cables 
Continuous duty 90°C         70°C 
Short circuit           250°C       160°C 

 

ii. Higher current carrying capacity 
 

Current carrying capacity of XLPE 
cables of the same size is approximately 20 to 
30% higher than that of PVC due to higher 
operating temperature. 

 

iii. Resistant to heat 
 

With cross-linked molecules structure, 
XLPE cables are excellently ozone resistant and 
provide outstanding stability and are resistant to 
heat. 

 

iv. XLPE cables have lower dielectric loss, lower 
 permitivity as compared to PVC cables. 

 

v. Due to lower specific gravity, XLPE cables are 
comparatively lighter in weight than PVC cables, 
therefore, ease in handling, laying and 
installation. 
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vi. The cable requires less supporting due to low 
weight. 

 

vii. XLPE cable has higher mechanical properties 
and more robust as compared to PVC cables due 
to thermosetting process. 
 

Q7.11  Explain the core identification in cables. 
 

Ans. Different cores in a cable are identified by colours of 
PVC insulation. Accepted colour codes for PVC 
insulated cables are as under. 

 

a. Single core : Red, yellow, blue or black. 
b. Twin core : Red and black 
c. Three core : Red, yellow and blue. 
d. Four core : Red, yellow, blue and black. 
e. Five core : Red, yellow, blue, black and light 

grey. 
 

In 3.5 core cables, the three main cores are red, 
yellow, blue for phases and reduced core is black for 
neutral. 

 

 Red, yellow, blue colours represent phase ‘R’, 
‘Y’, ‘B’ and black colour represents neutral ‘N’. 

 
Q7.12 What factors shall be considered for selection of size and 

type of cable? 

Ans.  Following factors shall be considered for selection of 
 size and type of cable: 

 i.       System voltage  

ii. Load conditions  

iii. Earthing conditions  

iv.     Permissible voltage drop 
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Q7.13  How to select the cable route? 
  

Ans. Prior to start excavation of cable trench, conduct a 
preliminary survey of the cable route and prepare a 
plan drawing and obtain approval from all concerned 
authorities if necessary. Following points may be 
considered while selecting cable route. 
a. Select the shortest but the easiest route to reduce 

the overall cast. 
b. Due consideration shall be given for 

access/transportation of cable drums. Check the 
road conditions, turns and width. 

c. As far as possible avoid paved roads and follow 
the footpaths. 

d. The route should be as far as possible, away 
from parallel running gas, water pipes and 
telephone/ telecommunication cables. 

e. Suitable locations for cable joints and 
terminations should be selected as required. 

f. Take due consideration of future expansion or 
upgrading the system. 

 
Q7.14  What is the minimum permissible bending radii for 

cables?  
 

Ans. The cable should not be bent to a sharp radius. 
Minimum permissible bending radii for cables as given 
in IS: 1255 – 1983 are given below: 

 

PILC cables PVC and XLPE cables Voltage 
rating(kV) Single core Multi core  Single core Multi core 
Up to 1.1 20 D 15 D 15 D 12 D 
Above 1.1 to 11 20 D 15 D 15 D 15 D 
Above 11 25 D 20 D 20 D 15 D 

            Note : D is outer diameter of cable. 
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At joints and terminations bending radius for the 

individual cores should be above 12 times the diameter 
over the insulation. 

 
Q7.15  How to make earthing and bonding of cables? 
 
Ans. The metal sheath, metal screen (if any) and armour of 

any cable should be efficiently earthed at both ends. 

• In case of single-core cables of larger sizes, the 
armour, lead sheath and metal screen, if any, is 
bonded at times only at one point.  

• All metal pipes or conduits in which the cables have 
been installed should be efficiently bonded and 
earthed. 

• Where cables not having metallic sheath are used, 
embedding additional earth electrodes and 
connecting the same with steel armour of cable 
becomes necessary. 

• Earthing and bonding should be done in accordance 
with IS: 3043-1987. 
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 8 8 8 8 CHAPTER 8 
 

Mhty tujsVj lsVMhty tujsVj lsVMhty tujsVj lsVMhty tujsVj lsV 
DIESEL GENERATOR SETS 

 

 

Q. 8.1 Explain operation of 4 stroke diesel engine.  

Ans. The 4 stroke operations in a diesel engine are as follows 
which take place in the individual cylinder: 

i.    Suction/Induction stroke 

      During this Suction/Induction stroke,  
• Intake valve remains open 

during the entire intake 
stroke. 

• Piston travels from TDC (top 
dead centre) to BDC (bottom 
dead centre). 

• Due to partial vacuum 
created by the piston travel, 
air rushes in. 

• Exhaust valve remains closed 
during this period 

 ii.     Compression stroke 

During this Compression stroke,  

• Both inlet and exhaust valves remain closed. 

• Piston travels from BDC to TDC. 
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• The entrapped air is 
compressed to a pressure of 
up-to 25 bar and causing air 
temperature to rise to above 
560 ºC. 

• Fuel is injected in atomized 
condition in to the hot air 
where it ignites. 

• Combustion of fuel generates 
heat and gases. The rapid rise 
in temperature and pressure 
in the combustion chamber 
pushes the piston to BDC. 

 
iii.     Power stroke 

During this Power stroke,  

• During this stroke both valves 
remain closed. 

• Due to high temperature and 
pressure in the combustion 
chamber, piston is pushed from 
TDC to BDC. 

• This is also called as "Useful 
Work Done".  

• In this working stroke the 
connecting rod transmits the 
force to the rotating crankshaft.   
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iv.  Exhaust stroke 

• Intake valve remains 
closed. 

• Exhaust valve remains open 
during the entire stroke. 

• Piston travels from BDC to 
TDC. 

• Exhaust gases are expelled 
out from the cylinder to the 
atmosphere.  

 

 

Q. 8.2 Name the components of diesel generating system.  

Ans. A diesel generating set as a system consists of the 
following components or blocks. Successful 
functioning of the set depends upon the well matched 
performance of these components.  

a)  The diesel engine and its accessories.  

b)  The AC Generator.  

c)  The control systems and switchgear.  

d)  The foundation and power house civil works. 

e)  The connected load with its own components like 
heating, motor drives, lighting etc.  
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Q.8.3 Why is maintenance of DG set required at different 
intervals? 

Ans. The DG set consists of several mechanical parts, which 
are subjected to regular wear & tear, as the life of the 
DG set is governed by many factors, regular 
maintenance becomes necessary for maintaining this 
life span & sometimes increasing the life of the DG set. 

   There are parts in the DG set which have 
different life span as others, for e.g. the life of the 
cylinder head is much more than the life of the Piston & 
Piston rings, in order to maintain the life of the engine, 
it is necessary that all the parts are serviced periodically 
according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. 

  However, due to various factors, these service 
intervals are not adhered to strictly, while doing so 
there are no immediate effect on the DG set, but on a 
longer time span the DG set life decreases considerably, 
which increases the maintenance cost. 

Q.8.4 What are the advantages of installing of DG set. 

Ans. Following are the advantages of DG set: 

• It can start quickly and requires less period for 
warming. 

• No stand by losses. 
• Requires less manpower for running. 
• Requires less maintenance. 
• Wearing out parts of DG sets are easily replaceable.  
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• Life of DG set can be extended easily and 
economically. 

• DG set can be easily located near the load hence 
requiring less expenditure for inter connection. 

• Sets of varying sizes and of small capacities are 
available. 

• Requires less space and building layout is 
simple. 

• Automatic starting of set makes it possible to 
reduce periods of power supply interruption. 

• Fuel handling and storage is easy. 

• Uniformly high efficiency for all sizes. 

• It can be procured and installed quickly and 
easily. 

 
Q.8.5 Why should DG set not be run with low fuel in 

tank? 
 
Ans. Due to low fuel, the diesel fuel pump will not work 

properly and there are chances of malfunctioning of 
fuel injection system. 

 
Q.8.6 Why should DG set not be run with full fuel in 

tank? 
 
Ans. Hugh fuel will create improper pressure across the 

fuel lines and can cause huge amount of Black 
Smoke. 
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Q.8.7 Why is air bleeding required in fuel system? 
 
Ans. The fuel system requires air bleeding under following 

circumstance: 

� If the engine continues to run despite diesel in fuel 
tank is finished. 

� The engine has not been operated for a long time. 

� If a fuel element has been replaced. 

� Engine is started without opening fuel cock & has 
run for sometime. 

� Feed pump is not working properly.  

� If there is some leakage from the Fuel pipes, 
Benjo & Fuel filter.  

 
Q.8.8 How to remove AIR LOCK from fuel system? 
 
Ans. Air lock can be removed by the help of pumping the air 

primer as procedure given below: 

� Loosen the bleeding screw of primary fuel filter. 
Unscrew priming knob of fuel pump, move it up 
& down at least 10  to 15 times, till the fuel flows 
out from air vent screw without air bubbles. 

� Tighten the air vent screw after air bleeding. 
Repeat same steps for secondary fuel filter for air 
bleeding. 

� At last, loosen the air vent screw of fuel injection 
pump and bleed out air bubbles.  
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Q.8.9 What is thin film Lubrication between piston ring 
and cylinder liner?  

 

Ans. Thin Film lubrication is between the Piston rings & the 
Cylinder Liner, this reduces the metal to Metal contact 
which reduces friction & wear of metal parts.  

 
Q.8.10 What is the function of Thermostat in DG set? 
 

Ans. The thermostat cuts the engine supply if the 
temperature of the Engine increases or decreases to a 
certain level. 

 
Q.8.11 What is the function of thermostat valve in DG set? 
 

Ans. When coolant is at low temperature, the thermostat 
valve remains closed and coolant flows through bypass 
passage to water pump (cooling pump). When coolant 
temperature is over 90 degree C, thermostat fully opens 
and bypass closes, coolant passes through the radiator. 

 
Q.8.12 Why should radiator cap not be opened? 
 
Ans. The radiator cap consists of pressure elements, with the 

help of the radiator cap the pressure of the cooling 
system remains in operating condition, loosening the 
radiator cap will cause changes in the cooling system 
which will be harmful for the DG set. 

 
Q.8.13 What is imbalance loading? 
 

Ans. This term is used in three phase system, if there is 
imbalance among the phases there is a possibility of 
irregular voltage & shutting down of the system. In 
order to avoid imbalance the value of load should not 
be more than or less than 25% among the phases.  
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Q.8.14 What is over-speeding in DG set? 
 

Ans. There are cases when the speed of the engine 
increases when load is suddenly taken off from the 
DG, or there is imbalance of load on the DG. This 
increases the speed of the Engine which will 
increase the speed of the alternator beyond a safe 
limit, which would lead to burning of alternator 
winding. 

 
Q.8.15 What is Turbocharger in DG set? 
 

Ans. Turbochargers are type of forced induction 
systems. They compress the air flowing into the 
turbine. The advantage of compressing the air is 
that it lets the engine squeeze more air into a 
cylinder, and more air means that more fuel can be 
added. Therefore, we get more power from each 
power stroke. A turbocharged engine produces 
more power overall than the same engine without 
the turbo-charging.  

 
Q.8.16 Why should diesel engine not be run idle for 

long period? 
 

Ans. All the components of the diesel engine are 
designed to run at a particular speed, in case there 
is a decrement or increment of the speed the life of 
the engine is adversely affected.  

 
Q.8.17 What should be the colour of exhaust smoke in a 

healthy diesel engine?  
 

Ans. Healthy diesel engine emits barely visible smoke if 
you look at the area surrounding the exhaust outlet. 
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Q.8.18 What is the reason for black smoke in diesel 
engine? 

 

Ans. Black smoke indicates improper combustion, which 
could be due to: 

� Choked or wrong air cleaner 
� Defective fuel injection system 
� Choked exhaust system or wrong exhaust piping 
� Engine overload ,  Load side electrical short 

circuit 
 
Q.8.19 What is the reason for blue smoke in diesel 

engine? 
 

Ans. Blue smoke is emitted when oil begins to burn in 
combustion. This could be due to: 

� Excess oil in sump 
� Excess lub oil pressure 
� Worn piston rings & liners 
� Worn valve steam & valve guides 
� Excess oil from rocker supply pipe 

 
Q.8.20 What is the reason for white smoke in diesel 

engine? 
 

Ans. White smoke indicates water presence in combustion 
chamber. This could be due to: 
� Cracked Cylinder Head 
� Cracked or Damaged Liner 
� Water dilution in diesel burnt or damaged 

cylinder head gasket 
� Water presence in combustion chamber which is 

very dangerous and can lead to a hydraulic lock 
& extensive damage to engine. 
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UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY 
(UPS) 

 
Q.9.1 What is an Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)? 
 
Ans.  An Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) is a system 

intended to solve the mains disturbances and mains 
failure. The battery attached to the UPS enables the 
user to work during mains failure. Putting the UPS 
between the mains and load network does this. 

 
Q.9.2 Explain about OFF-LINE UPS. 
 
Ans. The OFF-LINE UPS supplies (or routes) the 

incoming mains supply directly to the output usually 
through a relay contact. Some high frequency noise 
filtering and surge suppression may be included in 
this path. The UPS switches ON its inverter as soon 
as mains supply failure is detected or below the 
normal input voltage and simultaneously switches the 
output relay to the inverter side to supply battery 
sourced power to the load. 

  
 This transition involves a delay on account of the time 

to reliably detect mains failure and switch over a 
relay, and the output is broken for this period (usually 
for 2 to 12 mili seconds). OFF-LINE UPS are usually 
the least expensive as compared to the other UPS. 
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Q.9.3 Explain about Line Interactive UPS. 
 

Ans. The true LINE INTERACTIVE design is in fact a 
combination of OFF-LINE & ON-LINE, in which the 
inverter plays a dual role of charging the battery when 
mains supply is present as well as regulating the output 
voltage and working as a normal inverter in absence of 
mains supply, so to the user it appears like an ON-LINE 
System. 

 
 Line Interactive UPS offers enhanced power protection 

over the basic Off-line designs by providing additional 
line conditioning. 
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Q.9.4 Explain about On-Line UPS. 
 
Ans. An ON-LINE UPS is the one in which the inverter 

always supplies power to the protected load and hence 
the same quality of power is ensured all the time. When 
mains supply is present, the inverter derives its power 
from the mains supplied rectifier and the backup 
batteries are also kept in charged state. 
 
When the mains supply fails, the source of DC power 
for the inverter section shifts to the batteries without 
any break. It also bears all the vagaries and noise borne 
out of the mains supply and insulates the secure bus 
supply from it. An ON-LINE UPS is especially useful 
for sensitive and critical equipments/devices. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q.9.5 What is IGBT? 
 
Ans. IGBT or Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor is a device 

that combines the Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field 
Effect Transistor (MOSFET) gate driving 
characteristics with the high current and low saturation 
voltage of bipolar transistor. It acts as a high frequency, 
high current switch which is used in AC/DC Inverter, 
motor control and in switching mode power supplies 
applications.  
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The IGBT technology 
is improving with better 
switching speed, lower 
conduction voltage 
drop, higher current 
carrying capability 
and higher reliability. 
These devices are 
available with current up to 1 kA, voltage ratings up to 
2 kV,  switching speeds of 200 ns and on state voltage 
down to 2.0 V and below.  

 
Q. 9.6 What is Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM)? 
 
Ans. Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) or pulse-duration 

modulation (PDM), is a commonly used technique for 
controlling power to inertial electrical devices, made 
practical by modern electronic power switches. 

 
The average value of voltage (and current) fed 

to the load is controlled by turning the switch between 
supply and load ON and OFF at a fast pace. The longer 
the switch is ON compared to the OFF periods, the 
higher the power supplied to the load is. 

 
The main advantage of PWM is that power loss 

in the switching devices is very low. When a switch is 
OFF there is practically no current, and when it is ON, 
there is almost no voltage drop across the switch. Power 
loss, being the product of voltage and current, is thus in 
both cases close to zero. PWM also works well with 
digital controls, which, because of their ON/OFF 
nature, can easily set the needed duty cycle. 
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Q9.7 What is Digital Signal Processor (DSP)? 
 
Ans. A Digital Signal Processor (DSP) is a specialized 

microprocessor with an architecture optimized for the 
fast operational needs of digital signal processing. 

 
Digital signal processing algorithms typically 

require a large number of mathematical operations to be 
performed quickly and repeatedly on a set of data. 
Signals (perhaps from audio or video sensors) are 
constantly converted from analog to digital, 
manipulated digitally and then converted back to analog 
form, because of power supply and space constraints. A 
specialized digital signal processor, however, will tend 
to provide a lower-cost solution, with better 
performance, lower latency, and no requirements for 
specialized cooling or large batteries. 

 
Q9.8 What is MICROPROCESSOR? 
 
Ans. A microprocessor incorporates 

the functions of a computer's 
central processing unit (CPU) 
on a single integrated circuit 
(IC), or at most a few 
integrated circuits. 

 

It is a multipurpose, programmable device that 
accepts digital data as input, processes it according to 
instructions stored in its memory, and provides results 
as output. It is an example of sequential digital logic, as 
it has internal memory. Microprocessors operate on 
numbers and symbols represented in the binary numeral 
system.  
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Q9.9 What is MICROCONTROLLER? 
 
Ans. A microcontroller (sometimes 

abbreviated µC, uC or MCU) is 
a small computer on a single 
integrated circuit containing a 
processor core, memory, and 
programmable input/output 
peripherals. 

 
 
 
Q9.10 What is ISOLATION TRANSFORMER? 
 
Ans. An isolation transformer is a 

transformer, often with symmetrical 
windings, which is used to decouple 
two circuits. 

 
 An isolation transformer allows an 

AC signal or power to be taken from 
one device and fed into another 
without electrically connecting the 
two circuits. 

 
 Isolation transformers block transmission of DC signals 

from one circuit to the other, but allow AC signals to 
pass. They also block interference caused by ground 
loops. 

 
 Isolation transformers with electrostatic shields are used 

for power supplies for sensitive equipment such as 
computers or laboratory instruments. 
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Q9.11 How does one select the battery? 
 
Ans. Battery selection depends upon the back up time 

required which in turn depends upon the frequency of 
power failure, average programmed length and the 
presence of the other backup source like a diesel 
generator set etc. 

 
 One thing to remember is that the ampere hour ratings 

quoted by battery manufacturers are on a ten hour 
discharge basis and normally the back up time required 
will be much shorter, sufficient either to finish an 
almost complete job or to take a systematic shut down 
or to start the generator set. However, when the battery 
is discharged in a shorter time a de-rating factor has to 
be used which incidentally does not vary below 20 to 
30 minutes. So approx half an hour is a sensible back 
up time to select. 

 
Q9.12  Is UPS system really necessary for computers? 

 
Ans.  For a reliable and safe computer system, precautions 

are taken to ensure that ‘garbage’ doesn’t enter into the 
system through software. But there is one more source 
of garbage, of a more serious nature, which is not 
normally taken care of. That is in the form of garbage 
power input to the computer, it is more serious because 
besides malfunctioning and operational problems, it can 
also cause permanent damage to the computer system. 

 
Q9.13 What is exactly meant by ‘garbage’ power? 
 

Ans. It is commonly known that there are fluctuations in 
utility (mains) supply. For example; some times the 
utility voltage is as low as 170 to 160 volts and high as 
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280 to 300 volts. Besides this, there are many more 
hidden culprits associated with utility lines like sags 
and surges, oscillatory transients, EMI and RFI, brown 
outs, harmonics or total loss of power etc. 

 
Q9.14 How does all this applies to computer system? 
 

Ans. The computer system, to which this power is feeding, is 
extremely sensitive to the quality of power and is 
termed as critical equipment. Imagine a sudden failure 
of computers during busy hours when a critical 
operation is in progress. All this can occur due to 
garbage power fed to such equipment. The above 
problem may be of malfunctioning or operational 
nature. These can be time consuming and expensive. 
Besides, like all electronic circuits, the computer 
circuits can also undergo irreparable damage due to 
high voltage surges and spikes, which can reach several 
kilovolts. 

 
Q9.15 Is computer’s load falls under special category  of 
 load? 
 

Ans. Most certainly. The current drawn by computers is 
discontinuous and rich in third harmonics of 
fundamental 50Hz supply. The third harmonic currents 
in the three phases peak simultaneously, overloading 
the neutral return wire and cause failures. The harmonic 
currents may have to be filtered out, particularly in 
largely SMPS fed installations (computer installations). 
Neutral wire should be at least the same size as for the 
phase.  
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Q9.16 How long does batteries last in a UPS? 
  
Ans.  Battery life depends upon number of factors, viz. 

- Temperature 
- Number of discharge experienced 
- Number of deep discharges experienced 
- Specification of the batteries 
 

 Battery life is halved for every 10 degrees 
Centigrade temperature increase above its specified 
operating temperature (usually 25 degree Centigrade). 
 

 At installation time, the battery is at 100 percent 
of rated capacity. Each discharge and subsequent 
recharge reduces the relative capacity of the battery by 
a small percentage. The length of the discharge cycle 
will determine the reduction in battery capacity. So-
called deep discharges on a repeated basis will reduce 
the life of the battery. 
 

 The loaf of “bread” analogy is most often used 
to illustrate the relationship between cycling and battery 
life. A loaf of bread can either be cut into many thin 
slices or a few thicker slices. Similarly, a UPS battery 
can provide power over a large number of short cycles, 
or fewer cycles of long duration. 
 

 The IEEE defines “end of useful life” for a UPS 
battery as being the point when it can no longer supply 
80 percent of its rated capacity in ampere-hours. The 
relationship between amp-hours and load protection 
time is not linear, a 20% reduction in capacity results in 
a much greater reduction in protection time.  
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Q9.17 One of the batteries has failed in the UPS battery 
bank,  is it all right to replace just one battery? 

 
Ans. If the batteries are less than twelve months old then the 

failure could be due to a manufacturing or material 
fault. In this instance the failed battery can be replaced 
after confirmation by testing the whole battery bank. 

  In general once the batteries are over twelve 
months old, the failure is more likely to be due to age, 
environment or usage and the whole bank should be 
replaced. Failure to replace the whole bank could result 
in the new battery not being charged properly and 
connected load being at risk if any or all of the older 
batteries fail. 

 
Q9.18 How to maintain and service the batteries and the 
 UPS? 
 
Ans. Gradual decrease in battery life can be periodically 
 monitored and evaluated by: 

-  Voltage Checks 
-  Load testing 
-  Checking for proper battery connections 
-  Checking for battery water (in case of lead acid 

batteries) 
 

Without regular maintenance and service checks, UPS 
battery may experience: 
-  Heat-generating resistance at the terminals 
-  Improper loading 
-  Reduced protection 
-  Premature failure or reduced backup 
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Q9.19 How long can the UPS be switched off without 
 damaging the batteries? 
 
Ans. As long as the batteries are fully charged when the unit 

is switched off they will not require charging for three 
months. Cold start feature of Power Pack Line 
Interactive UPS isolates the batteries from the UPS 
circuit and thus the UPS can be switched off for longer 
period (six months approx.) without damaging the 
batteries. 

 
Q9.20 What is the right step to install UPS? 
 
Ans. Recharge the UPS for at least eight hrs before the first 

operation. Every UPS passes the quality examination 
before it is shipped out of factory. These QC parameters 
consume the battery power of UPS. It is strongly 
recommended to recharge the UPS before using it at 
every first time to make sure that battery is in fully 
charged condition. 

 
Q9.21 What is Load Crest Factor? 
 
Ans. A pure sine waveform has a peak value, which is 1.414 

times the RMS value indicated on a voltmeter. A 
resistance or any linear load connected to such a 
voltage source draws current having similar waveforms 
and hence has a crest factor of 1.4. As against this, the 
non-linear loads as computers etc. may demand currents 
whose peak value to RMS ratios are 2 to 5 or more. 
This ratio of peak to RMS is termed as the crest factor, 
and is indicative of the degree of non-linear load 
handling capability of the UPS. 
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Q9.22 What is SNMP ? 
 

Ans. Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an 
"Internet-standard protocol for managing devices on IP 
networks." Devices that typically support SNMP 
include routers, switches, servers, workstations, 
printers, modem racks, and more. It is used mostly in 
network management systems to monitor network-
attached devices for conditions that warrant 
administrative attention.  

 
SNMP is a component of the Internet Protocol 

Suite as defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF). It consists of a set of standards for network 
management, including an application layer protocol, a 
database schema, and a set of data objects. 

 
SNMP exposes management data in the form of 

variables on the managed systems, which describe the 
system configuration. These variables can then be 
queried (and sometimes set) by managing applications. 

 
Q9.23 What is electromagnetic interference?  
 

Ans. Electromagnetic interference, EMI, is any undesirable 
electromagnetic emission or any electrical or electronic 
disturbance, man-made or natural, which causes an 
undesirable response, malfunctioning or degradation in 
the performance of electrical equipment.  

 
Q9.24 What is radio frequency interference?  
 

Ans. Radio frequency interference, RFI, is any undesirable 
electrical energy with content within the frequency 
range dedicated to radio frequency transmission. 
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Conducted RFI is most often found in the low 
frequency range of several kHz to 30MHz. Radiated 
RFI is most often found in the frequency range from 
30MHz to 10GHz. 

 
Q9.25 How does interference propagate?  
 
Ans. EMI or RFI propagate through conduction over signal 

and power lines and through radiation in free space.  
 
Q9.26 What are some common sources of conducted 

interference?  
 
Ans. Typical sources of conducted interference include 

switching power supplies, ac motors, and 
microprocessors. In short, just about any electrical and 
electronic device has the potential to generate 
conducted and radiated interference.  

 
Q9.27 What are some common sources of radiated 

interference?  
 
Ans. The most common offender in the radiation of EMI is 

the electrical power cord of the electronic device itself. 
Since the powercord can act as an antenna, conducted 
EMI can also become radiated interference.  

 
Q9.28 What is an EMI filter?  
 
Ans. An EMI filter is a passive electronic device used to 

suppress conducted interference present on any power 
or signal line. It may be used to suppress the 
interference generated by the device itself as well as to 
suppress the interference generated by other equipment 
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to improve the immunity of a device to the EMI signals 
present within its electromagnetic environment. Most 
EMI filters include components to suppress both 
common and differential mode interference. Filters can 
also be designed with added devices to provide 
transient voltage and surge protection as well as battery 
backup.  

 
Q9.29 How does an EMI filter work?  
 
Ans. An EMI filter has a high reactive component to its 

impedance. That means the filter looks like a much 
higher resistance to higher frequency signals. This high 
impedance attenuates or reduced the strength of these 
signals so they will have less of an effect on other 
devices.  
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v/;k;v/;k;v/;k;v/;k; 10 10 10 10 CHAPTER 10 
 

fofo/kfofo/kfofo/kfofo/k    MISCELLANEOUS 
 
 
Q10.1  Explain what you have understood by ‘total 
 harmonic distortion or THD’  
 
Ans.  In case of harmonics, the ‘magnitude’ and ‘order’ of 

harmonics is governed by the nature of device being 
used and the impact is expressed as “total harmonic 
distortion” or THD. 

 
Q10.2 List any five problems that can arise due to 
 harmonics in a system.  
 
Ans.  The problems that arise due to harmonics in a system 

are:  

1. Blinking of Incandescent Lights - Transformer 
Saturation 

2. Capacitor Failure - Harmonic Resonance  

3. Circuit Breakers Tripping - Inductive Heating and 
Overload  

4. Conductor Failure - Inductive Heating 

5. Electronic Equipment Shutting down - Voltage 
Distortion 
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Q10.3  List down any three common type of devices which 
 cause harmonics in the system. 
 

Ans. Three common types of devices which can cause 
harmonics in the system: 
1.  Electronic switching power converters  
2.  Arcing devices  
3.  Ferromagnetic devices 

 
Q10.4  What are the likely affects of voltage deviations 
 from rated voltages in an electrical system?  
 

Ans. The likely affects of voltage deviations from rated 
voltages are: 
1.  Over voltages for motors  
2.  Reduce efficiency, power factor and equipment life  
3.  Increased temperature  

 
Q10.5  How do you define percentage unbalance in voltage?  
 

Ans.  Percentage unbalance in voltage is defined as:  

 [(V
max 

– V
avg

)/V
avg

] x 100 

where V
max 

and V
avg 

is the largest and the average of the 

three phase voltages respectively. 
 

Q10.6  What is the thumb rule for installing capacitors to 
motor terminal? 

 

Ans.  The size of capacitor required for a particular motor 
depends upon the no-load reactive kVA (kVAR) drawn 
by the motor, which can be determined only from no-
load testing of the motor. 

 In general, the capacitor is then selected shall not 
exceed 90 % of the no-load kVAR of the motor. 
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(Higher capacities could result in over-voltages and 
motor burn-outs). 

  

 Alternatively, typical power factors of standard motors 
can provide the basis for conservative estimates of 
capacitor ratings to use for different size motors. 

 
Q10.7 List down some of the important parameters that 
 influence the  motor selection?   
  
Ans.  The following parameters influence the motor selection:  

(a)  Torque requirement/load characteristics  
(b)  Ambient operating conditions  
(c)  Anticipated switching frequency  
(d)  Reliability  
(e)  Inventory  
(f)  Price  
(g)  Efficiency 

 
Q10.8 What are the losses in the ‘induction motor’ and 
 briefly explain them? 
 

Ans. Losses are the source of inefficiency in motors, i. e. 
 energy that goes into a motor but does not produce 
 useful work. Losses in induction motors are classified 
 into two types:  

1.  No-load Losses: These losses are independent of 
load and incurred even when the motor is idling.  

2.  Load dependent Losses: Vary as function of 
motor loading. 

The losses in a motor are of two types such as fixed i.e. 
independent of load on the motor and the other variable 
i.e. dependent on the load.  
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 Fixed losses consist of Iron loss and mechanical 
loss (friction and windage loss). The iron loss vary with 
the material and geometry and with input voltage 
whereas friction and windage losses are caused by 
friction in the bearings of the motor and aerodynamic 
losses associated with the ventilation fan and other 
rotating parts.  

 Variable losses consist of resistance losses in 
the stator and in the rotor and other stray losses. 
Resistance to current flow in the stator and rotor result 
in heat generation that is proportional to the resistance 
of the material and square of the current. Stray losses 
arise from a variety of sources and are difficult to 
measure directly or to calculate and are generally 
considered proportional to the square of the rotor 
current. 

  
Q10.9 Give short note on the features of a Synchronous 
 motor?  
  

Ans. AC power is fed to the stator of the synchronous motor. 
The rotor is fed by DC from a separate source. The 
rotor magnetic field locks onto the stator rotating 
magnetic field and rotates at the same speed. The speed 
of the rotor is a function of the supply frequency and 
the number of magnetic poles in the stator. 

 

 While induction motors with a slip, i.e., rpm is less than 
the synchronous speed, the synchronous motor rotate 
with no slip i.e., the rpm is same as the synchronous 
speed governed by supply frequency and number of 
poles. The slip energy is provided by DC excitation 
power. 
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Q10.10  What is synchronous speed and how to 
determine the % slip of a motor? 

 
Ans. The speed of a motor is the number of revolutions 

in a given time frame, typically revolutions per 
minute (RPM). The speed of an AC motor depends 
on the frequency of the input power and the number 
of poles for which the motor is wound. The 
synchronous speed in RPM is given by the 
following equation, where the frequency is in hertz 
or cycles per second:  

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q10.11 Why ‘induction motors’ are so popular over all 

types of motors?  
 
Ans.  Induction motors are more popular over all types of 

motors because of following features: 
1. Low cost (compared with DC) and wide 

availability.  
2. Low maintenance - no brushes or commutator. 
3. Rugged design - can be used in harsh 

environments.  
4. Low inertia rotor designs.  
5. High electrical efficiency. 
6. Wide speed ranges.  
7. No separately-powered field windings.  

Synchronous Speed (RPM)  =  120 X Frequency 

    No. of Poles 

 
Slip (%) = [(Synchronous Speed–Full Load Speed)/Synchronous 

Speed] x 100 
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Q10.12  Write the checklist of good maintenance 

practices for proper motor operation. 
 
Ans.  A checklist of good maintenance practices to help & 

insure proper motor operation should include:  

1. Inspecting motors regularly for wear in bearings 
and housings (to reduce frictional losses) and 
for dirt/dust in motor ventilating ducts (to 
ensure proper heat dissipation).  

2. Checking load conditions to ensure that the 
motor is not over or under loaded. A change in 
motor load from the last test indicates a change 
in the driven load, the cause of which should be 
understood.  

3. Lubricating appropriately. Manufacturers 
generally give recommendations for how and 
when to lubricate their motors. Inadequate 
lubrication can cause problems and over-
lubrication can also create problems, e.g. excess 
oil or grease from the motor bearings can enter 
the motor and saturate the motor insulation, 
causing premature failure or creating a fire risk. 

4. Checking periodically for proper alignment of 
the motor and the driven equipment. Improper 
alignment can cause shafts and bearings to wear 
quickly, resulting in damage to both the motor 
and the driven equipment.  

5. Ensuring that supply wiring and terminal box 
are properly sized and installed. Inspect 
regularly the connections at the motor and 
starter to ensure that they are clean and tight.  
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Q10.13 What are the effects of harmonics on motor 
operation and performance? 

 

Ans. Harmonics increase motor losses, and can adversely 
affect the operation of sensitive auxiliary 
equipment. The non-sinusoidal supply results in 
harmonic currents in the stator which increases the 
total current drawn. 

 In addition, the rotor resistance (or more precisely, 
impedance) increases significantly at harmonic 
frequencies, leading to less efficient operation. 
Also, stray load losses can increase significantly at 
harmonic frequencies. Overall motor losses increase 
by about 20% with a six-step voltage waveform 
compared to operation with a sinusoidal supply. 

 In some cases the motor may have to be de-rated as 
a result of the losses. Alternatively, additional 
circuitry and switching devices can be employed to 
minimize losses.  

 Instability can also occur due to the interaction 
between the motor and the converter. This is 
especially true of motors of low rating, which have 
low inertia. Harmonics can also contribute to low 
power factor.  

 
Q10.14  Define one ‘Ton of Refrigeration (TR)’.  
 
Ans.  A ton of refrigeration is defined as the quantity of 

heat to be removed in order to form one ton of ice in 
24 hours when the initial temperature of water is 
0°C. This is equivalent to 50.4 Kcal/min or 3024 
Kcal/h in metric system. 
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Q10.15 Explain the principle of ‘Vapour Compression’ 
 system with a neat sketch?  

 
Ans. ‘Vapour Compression’ refrigeration system has four 

basic components: 

1. An evaporator where cooled low pressure liquid 
refrigerant evaporates as it absorbs heat. 

2. A compressor, where the refrigerant in vapour 
form is compressed. 

3. A condenser, where heat in the high 
temperature, high pressure vapour is extracted 
by heat exchange with a cooler medium and 

4. An expansion device, where the liquid 
refrigerant pressure is reduced to the evaporator 
pressure, further cooling the refrigerant in the 
process. The refrigerant leaves the expansion 
valve as a low temperature, low pressure liquid 
and is returned to the evaporator process. 

 
The refrigerant absorbs heat from the coolant in the 
evaporator and evaporates.  The low pressure 
refrigerant is then compressed to high pressure in the 

 
Condenser 

Evaporator Compressor 

Expansion 
Valve 

Drive Motor

Cooling 
Water  

Chilled Water / 
Process Liquid 

 Fig : Schematic of a Basic Vapour Compression Refrigeration System 
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compressor.  The hot discharge is cooled in the 
condenser before entering the expansion valve where 
it expands and cools before entering the evaporator. 

 
Q10.16  Convert 100 degree centigrade to Fahrenheit. 
 
Ans. Conversion formula is 

  0F =  9/5 OC + 32 

      =  9/5 x 100 + 32 

 =  180 + 32 

  =   212 0F 

                100 OC = 212 0F 
 
Q10.17 Convert 10kg/cm2 to PSI. 
 
Ans. 1 kg/cm2  =  14.2 PSI 
  
 10 kg/cm2  =  14.2 X 10 = 142 PSI 
 
Q10.18 What is ohm’s law? 
    
Ans.   In an electric circuit , the applied current is directly 

proportional to the potential different (P.D) across the 
conductor and inversely proportional to resistance, if 
the physical properties of the electric circuit are kept 
constant. 

 
        I ∝ V   ( If physical properties are constant) 
        I ∝ 1/R 
 Where    I   =  Current  
       R = Resistance. 
       V  =  Potential difference (P.D.) 
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Q10.19 What are the Kirchhoff’ Laws ? 

 
Ans. First Law (current/point law)  – At any instant the 

algebraic sum of the currents at a junction in a 
network is zero ie. sum of the currents coming 
towards a junction = sum of the currents going away 
from the junction.   

  
  Second Law (voltage law) - At any instant in a 

closed loop, the algebraic sum of the e.m.f.s acting 
round the loop is equal to the algebraic sum of the 
voltage drops.  

 
Q10.20 What are the Faraday’s laws of electromagnetic 

induction? 
 
Ans. Faraday’s laws of electromagnetic induction are as 

follows: 
   
 First law:  Whenever, the flux linking through a 

conductor is changed, an e.m.f. is induced in the 
conductor which exists so long as the change is taking 
place.  

      
 Second law: The magnitude of induced e.m.f. is 

directly proportional to the rate of change of flux and 
the no. of coil  turns.  Therefore, induced e.m.f., 

 
  e  =  N  dϕ   volts. 
                                   dt   
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Q10.21 What is self induced e.m.f.? 

 
Ans.    On passing an alternating current through a coil, an 

alternating magnetic flux is developed around it 
which links with the turns of the coil and causes a self 
induced e.m.f. to be developed in it. 

 
Q10.22 How is the capacity of capacitors connected in 

parallel is calculated? 
 
Ans.   

1   =   1   +  1    +   1    +…………+  1 
C        C1   C2       C3             Cn  

  
 Where,C = total capacity 
 C1, C2 ,C3,….Cn  = capacitors connected in series 
 
Q10.22. How is the capacity of capacitors connected in 

parallel is calculated ? 
        
Ans.    Total capacity, C = C1 + C2 + C3 + ………..+ Cn 
  
 Where,C = total capacity 
 C1, C2 ,C3,….Cn  = capacitors connected in parallel.  
 
Q10.23  Explain about the tubular fluorescent lamps. 
 
Ans. The tubular fluorescent lamp is a low pressure 

mercury discharge lamp in which light is produced 
predominantly by fluorescent powders activated by 
the ultraviolet energy of the discharge. 
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 The lamp, generally is in the form of a long tubular 
bulb with an electrode sealed into each end contains 
mercury vapour at low pressure with a small amount 
of inert gas for starting and arc regulation. 

 
 The inner surface of the bulb is coated with a 

fluorescent powder or phosphor, the composition of 
which determines the quantity and colour of the light 
emitted. In the fluorescent lamps the electrical 
discharge produced are mainly in the wave lengths of 
253 nm and 185 nm, both in the ultraviolet region of 
the optical radiation. 

 
 The phosphor coating absorbs the ultraviolet light and 

re-radiates them into visible part of the spectrum. 
Initially halo-phosphates were used as phosphor 
coatings to make white lamps, but research in 
phosphor development has lead to development of 
narrow band phosphors, which separately emit the 
red, blue and green primary colors (Tri-phosphors). 
The combination of these emissions then creates 
white light with colour rendering index between 60 to 
80. The earlier tubular fluorescents were the T 12 
type, whose tube diameter was 1 ½ inches. This was 
followed by the T 8 version whose diameter is 1 inch. 
Two basic requirements are:  

 
 Striking Voltage:  
 This is the voltage required to form an arc discharge 

across the tube. Normally this voltage requirement 
depends on the condition of the gas inside (ageing 
factor).  
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 Current Limiting:  
  
 Any gas discharge device is to be connected with a 

series impedance, so as to limit current through the 
device for safer operation. Once the arc is established, 
the voltage across the tube is relatively maintained 
constant. To produce a constant power/light output, it 
is necessary to maintain the current constant 
irrespective of supply voltage variations. Here the 
need of an impedance device termed Ballast comes in.  

 
Q10.24  Explain the conventional tube light circuit and its 

working. 
 
Ans.  The sketch of conventional tube light circuit is as 

given below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             P 
 
 
 When the supply is given, the current flows through 

the choke and filaments through a starter. The current 
is established and the filaments are heated up. After 
sometime, the starter opens and the current is made to 
stop abruptly. This causes a sudden collapse of 
magnetic field in the choke and produces high voltage 
surge in the order of 600-1500 V which is sufficient 

STARTER 

TUBE LIGHT FILAMENT 

CHOKE 

SWITCH 

N 
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enough to produce arc across the tube. The current is 
reduced to a constant level. The starter gets 
inoperative then.  

 
 Now the path of the current is through the choke and 

tube. It gives inference that as and when the current is 
increased, the power fed into the tube increases and 
hence the brightness. Correspondingly the loss in the 
choke is also increased since it is connected in series.  

 
Q10.25 Explain about T5 Fluorescent lamp. 
 
Ans.  T5 Fluorescent lamp 
 
 The latest development in the fluorescent lamp is the 

T5 lamp. This lamp has a diameter of only 5/8” (15 
mm) and has an inbuilt electronic ballast of high 
quality. 

 
 The main advantage of T5 lamps are very high 

luminous efficacy between 85 to 90 lumens/watt for 
the 2’ T5 tube and up to 104 Lumens/watt for the 28 
W 4’ T5 tube. The T5 lamp also a very high power 
factor greater than 0.85 and colour rendering index Ra 
of 90. 

  
 The T5 uses less quantity of mercury vapour in the 

tube. A coating of calcium nitrate on the inside 
surface prevents absorbtion of mercury by the walls 
of the tube thereby prolonging the life of the lamp. 

 The narrow tube along with the powerful electronic 
ballast substantially improves the luminous efficacies 
to the range of 90 to 104 Lumens/watt. The life of T5 
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lamp is between 15000 to 18000 burning hours. 
Another salient feature of this lamp is its low lumen 
depreciation factor due to calcium nitrate coating. 
Even after 12000 burning hours the luminous efficacy 
depreciates by only 5%. 

 

Q10.26 Give a comparison of T5 tube with T12 and T8 
fittings. 

Ans.  A comparison of T5 tube with T12 and T8 fittings 
are shown below: 
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